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The purpose of this study was to examine the effects of manipulating target-word frequency 
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support, besides word segmentation, even more complicated aspects of language learning, 
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1. Background 
The goal of this chapter is to provide a conceptual framework within which the ideas of 
language acquisition presented in the following chapters can be considered. To achieve this, a 
selective history of research in infant speech perception is provided. In this description, 
theoretical themes that have motivated research in infant speech perception, especially The 
Perceptual Constancy Problem, Statistical versus Algebraic Rules, viewpoints on Acquisition 
of Syntax and basic phenomena of the Exemplar-based Models are described, and some of the 
empirical findings of Simple Recurrent Network simulation are discussed. However, before 
this review, the next section sets the stage by discussing why it makes sense to study infants.  

1.1 Why it makes Sense to Study Infants 
According to Marvin Minsky (1984), some ideas, like simplest program-like processes, are 
likely to be universal. These ideas serve to communicate about basic facts of biology and even 
principles of mental life e g about objects, goals, and memories. What did Minsky mean by 
the simplest program-like processes that serve to communicate about principles of mental 
life? All intelligent problem-solvers are subject to the same ultimate constraints − limitations 
on space, time, and materials. To be able to represent the situations faced and to be able to 
manipulate these representations, every intelligent being must develop symbol-systems for 
representing objects, causes, and goals and for formulating and remembering the procedures it 
develops for achieving those goals. Further by Minsky, every intelligent being will eventually 
encounter certain very special ideas − e g about arithmetic, causal reasoning, and economics − 
because these particular ideas are very much simpler than other ideas with similar uses. 
 
How did Minsky define intelligence? ‘Intelligence’ is the ability to solve hard problems. 
Human beings solve hard problems and compared to animals there is the factor of speed. Or 
as Minsky puts it (Minsky, 1984): ‘No single bird discovers how to fly: evolution used a trillion bird-years 

to find out how − yet, merely tens of human-years sufficed for humans to succeed’. Minsky stated that 
another aspect of what we call intelligence is the ability to solve wide ranges of new, different 
kind of problems. Then what enables humans to solve new problems so quickly? Minsky says 
that some essential ingredients are: Subgoals − to break hard problems into simpler ones, Sub-
objects − to make descriptions based on parts and relations, Cause-symbols − to explain and 
understand how things change, Memories − to accumulate experience about similar problems, 
Economics − to allocate scarce resources efficiently, Planning − to organise work, before 
filling in details and Self-awareness − to provide for the problem-solver’s own welfare.  
 
How does memory help when no two problems are ever quite the same in all respects? 
According to Minsky, our past experience would have no relevance, unless we have some 
ways to see what in the world remain same, while other aspects change. Further: knowledge is 
useless unless expressed in terms of relations between ‘predictable’ features and the actions 
that we can take. Also the concept of a cause must be brief: unless an explanation is compact, 
we can not use it to predict. We would not call a discourse, which carries on and never comes 
to ‘point’, a cause. And according to Minsky this applies to objects too: there can not be 
objects in worlds where everything that happens depend on everything else that happens. In 
order for mind to discover causes it must detect changes predictably related to actions it can 
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take. But luckily, Minsky said, evolution tends automatically to take care of that, since an 
individual’s survival will be enhanced if its actions are based on good predictions.  
 
An additional question about memories may arise: Do infants perceive entire scenes as wholes 
or break them down into parts? If infants perceived entire scenes as wholes, then besides the 
hidden cost a mind would have to pay in order to ‘see everything at once’ − Minsky says − we 
would not be able to see anything clearly at all. It would make it difficult to say whether a 
sound sequence contains two subsequences that share some specified relationship. We rather 
do not want our memories to give equal weights to every arbitrary feature of situations. And 
so we need methods for isolating and grouping which can emphasise the most usefully 
predictable subsets. To summarise Minsky: without the constraints on relations between 
features which result in the concept of an object, we would never see the same thing twice − 
we would have no way to learn from our experience. No knowledge could accumulate.  

1.1.1 The Sparseness Principle 
What if infants’ thoughts are unintelligible for us, and their conceptions entirely different from 
ours (grown-ups)? Then studying infants would tell us nothing about the general principles of 
speech perception. One might even ask why cannot infants do such things in completely 
‘infant ways’? To answer a related question, Minsky stated that our problem solving schemes 
are not as arbitrary as they seem. Certain concepts that seem to come into our minds, as 
though they need no prior experience or evidence, can be explained by the Sparseness 
Principle: Whenever two relatively simple processes have products which are similar, those 
products are likely to be completely identical. According to Minsky this principle may also 
explain why different people can communicate perfectly about certain matters, although their 
minds may differ in many ways, i e we do not have to fear that we have different meanings for 
words and would not sense that anything is wrong. And so, this principle may apply to infants, 
too. Minsky (1984) illustrated the Sparseness Principle by recounting an anecdote of a 
mathematical experiment:  
 
     ‘I once set out to explore the behaviours of all possible processes − that is, of all possible computers 
and their programs. [...] One just begins to list possible finite sets of rules, one by one1. [...] Naturally I did 
not get very far, because the variety of such processes grows exponentially with the number of rules in 
each set. However with the help of my student [...], we managed to examine the first few thousands of 
such machines − and we found that among them all there were only a few distinct kinds of behaviours. 
Some of them simply stopped, without accomplishing anything. Many of the others just erased their input 
data and did nothing else. Most of the remainder quickly got trapped in circles, senselessly repeating the 
same steps over again. There were only a few left which did anything interesting at all − and these were all 
essentially the same: each of them performed a ‘counting operation’ that repeatedly increased by one of 
the length of a string of symbols. In honour of their ability to do what resembles a fragment of simple 
arithmetic, let us call these ‘A-machines’. [...] My point is that it seems inevitable that, somewhere, in a 
growing mind some A-machines must come to be. Now possibly, there are some other, really different 
ways to count. So there may appear, much, much later, some of what we represent as ‘B-machines’ − 
which are processes that act in ways which are similar, but not identical to, how the A-machines behave. 
But, our experiment hints that even the very simplest possible B-machine will be so much more 
complicated that it is unlikely that any brain would discover one before it first found many A-machines. 
[...The] self-same A-machine exists, immutably complete, as a part of every other process which can 
generate an endless chain of different things.’ 

1.1.2 Symbol Representation in Language(s) 
When talking about the evolution of language(s), Minsky said, that our complex languages too 
employ many, relatively simple principles. He proposed this in a form so strong, that he 
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1 using a method described by Alan Turing; these are what we today call ‘Turing machines’. 
argued many aspects of our language-grammar forms being almost inescapable. Minsky 
asked: Why do we say things like ‘It soon will start to rain?’ Why must we always postulate 
some agent-cause, no matter that there is no actor on the scene? No matter if we are right or 
wrong, we will find a cause, or imagine one. And − in the mind, Minsky said, we seek some 
cause for every difference, move or change. Sometimes this is forced on us by our language-
syntax − but, according to Minsky, this is not merely a matter of verbal form, but stems from 
deeper causes in the way we think. Minsky’s guess is that, even before our ancestors began to 
speak, they first developed special brain-machinery for representing objects, differences, and 
causes, and these were later reflected in our language-grammars (Minsky, 1984).  
 

Many of our thought-processes are, according to Minsky, based on using the following kind of 
mental symbol-representations: 
 
a) Object-symbols represent things, ideas, or processes. In languages they often correspond to 

Nouns. Our minds tend to describe every situation (real or mental) in terms of separate 
object-things and relations between them. 

b) Difference-symbols represent differences between, or changes in, Objects. In languages, 
they often correspond to Verbs. When any object undergoes a change, or two objects are 
compared, the mind ascribes some differences to them. 

c) Cause-symbols − when any difference is conceived, the mind is made to find a cause for it 
− something which is held responsible. And we use a mental trick to represent causes in 
much the same ways that we represent objects. 

d) Clause-structures − for describing complicated situations, we have a trick which lets us 
treat any expression or description, however complicated, as though it were a single 
component of another description. In languages, this corresponds to using embedded 
phrases and clauses.  

 
And it is, according to Minsky, that final, self-embedding trick − of representing prior 
thoughts as things − which gives our minds their awesome power. This permits us to re-use 
the same brain-machinery over and over again, at each step replacing an entire 
conceptualisation by a compact symbol. That way, we can build new large structures of ideas 
of old ones − and that is what enables us to think. According to Minsky this must be why our 
languages, too, have structures which we can re-use: our thoughts, themselves (extending to 
infinite variety) use the same machinery repeatedly.  
 
In this section I have discussed ‘symbol-representation’ and ‘self-embedding’ principles in 
languages(s) as being the universal principles of intelligence and thinking, that give our minds 
the power of organising information and e g reaching lexical access in speech perception. 
What has this all got to do with infants? In order for the mind to discover causes in the world 
it must detect changes which are predictably related to actions it can take. It is probably hard 
to prove that all intelligent problem-solvers must use this selfsame principle, but (until 
somebody presents another comparably general idea) it is hard to imagine how an intelligence 
of an infant could evolve without exploiting some such idea. I have also discussed Minskys 
viewpoints on seeking cause for changes or differences: it is not only due to the structure of 
our language-syntax, but also due to the way we think. Since an individual’s survival will be 
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enhanced if its actions are based on good predictions, Minsky called it an evolutionary 
phenomenon. The question addressed in this section was whether it makes sense to study 
infant speech perception − and I think my answer is clear by now: Yes it does.  

1.2 Selective History of Research 
This section is organised as follows: to begin with I will briefly present some classical 
answers, which represent the three basic theoretical positions to the Perceptual constancy 
problem. After that a review of how the ‘Exemplar-based model’ approach compares with the 
mentioned major theoretical views on the perceptual constancy problem is given. In 1.2.3 the 
relevance of statistical versus algebraic rules views for gaining insights about the learning 
mechanisms available to infants on the cusp of language learning are described. Then in 1.2.4 
the idea of Simple Recurrent Networks is presented and some conclusions on their capacity to 
simulate language acquisition are drawn. And finally in 1.2.5 the relevance of experience-
dependent mechanisms on acquisition of syntax is discussed.  

1.2.1 The Perceptual Constancy Problem 
Humans perceive objects and events in the environment as belonging to categories. Since 
there is no simple correspondence between segments of the acoustic signal and perceived 
units as they are characterised by phoneticians/phonologists, speech perception comprises a 
problem of perceptual constancy. Thus the problem of perceptual constancy arises due to the 
lack of one-to-one correspondence between phonemes perceived and the acoustic pattern 
generated by speech. Many physically different acoustic patterns may be categorised as the 
same phoneme (many-to-one correspondence), and the identical acoustic signals are often 
categorised as different phonemes (one-to-many correspondence) when they occur in different 
contexts, or in utterances produced at different speaking rates or spoken by different talkers 
(Strange, 1995). Against the background of perceptual constancy problem, a basic question to 
be addressed is how humans are able to categorise acoustic patterns correctly.  
 
Classical answers to the perceptual constancy problem are 1) Associative learning position 
(Strange), 2) Nativist position (Chomsky) and 3) Direct Realist position (Best, Gibson). 
1) According to David Hume (in Pinker, 1999), the theory of associationism is about the mind 
connecting things that are experienced together or that look alike, and generalising them to 
new objects according to the resemblance to known ones. It covers the tendency of animals to 
pick up statistical patterns among events and generalise them to similar events. In a similar 
way perceptual categories are learned through association. 2) In case two (the Nativist 
position) the perceptual constancy is a function of innately given mental categories. 3) A basic 
premise of the Direct Realist position is that there is sufficient information in stimulation to 
specify the perceived objects and events (Strange, 1995). The traditional linguistic positions 
presuppose that canonical units are perceived during the process of speech perception and that 
they constitute the basic perceptual units employed in accessing words from the mental 
lexicon. A speaker normalisation process − from context-dependent speech sounds to an 
intermediate level of discrete representations like phonemes or phonetic segments − is 
assumed to take place (Johnson & Mullenix, 1997). Another explanation is that phonetic 
perception is the perception of gesture (Liberman & Mattingly, 1985, 1989) − assuming that 
the acoustic signal is converted to some articulatory representation. What if there is no 
invariant phonetic gesture or if speech variability is lawfully structured? According to 
instance-based accounts of perception, behavioural phoneme-like units, embedded in context 
(still maintaining distinctiveness), replace the traditional explicit categories of ‘phonemes’, 
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and the role of context is to sort variability (Lindblom, 1999). In the face of variability, the 
speed of peceptual processing seems striking (Anward & Lindblom, 1997) − indicating that 
the listener is not engaged in top-down processing.  

1.2.2 The Building Blocks of Phonetic Categories 
What is meant by the traditional accounts of speech processing by saying that symbolic 
linguistic representations are derived from the speech signal? Johnson et al. (1997) provides 
us with an answer: after the system makes a response to variation in the signal and derives the 
symbolic representation, information about non-linguistic variation is discarded. Further, 
Johnson et al. stated, these accounts hold that the mental representations used in speech 
communication are simple and that the mapping from speech signal to representations is 
complex. Why is it necessary in the traditional account to have a complex procedure to map 
the speech signal onto the mental representation of speech? According to Johnson et al., it is 
assumed that each item in the mental lexicon is associated with only one form. Like a 
dictionary entry, an item in the mental lexicon includes syntactic, semantic, phonological, 
phonetic, and orthographic information, and recognising words in the speech signal involves 
choosing the entry with a phonetic form that is closest to the phonetic form manifested in the 
signal. This ‘mental dictionary’ assumption (words are analogous to lexical entries), as 
Johnson et al. calls it, makes speaker normalisation necessary. Since each word is stored in 
the mental lexicon with only one canonical form, then the problem is to match speech signals 
− not exactly identical to the canonical form − and transform them so that the sources of 
variation are eliminated. 
 
How do categories get defined according to the Exemplar-based models? The phonetic 
memory is built by experience. The set of all perceived instances of the category defines the 
category. Phonetic categories are made of stored auditory patterns set up by individual 
utterances. Every time a certain word is spoken, its auditory attributes are read into phonetic 
memory. These auditory patterns get labelled, as the meaning of the word becomes known. 
The approach of Exemplar-based models is to treat variability not as a nuisance variable but 
as valuable information that is retained and used by the listener. From this point of view, the 
mapping is simple and the representations are complex. According to Johnson et al., viewing 
talker variability in speech processing in terms of a system with complex representations 
means representations in which variability is retained rather than normalised out. And 
accordingly if the information about variation exists in the representation already the system 
will not need the type of complex mapping of the traditional models − actually the system 
does not have any mapping to do at all (Johnson, 1999).  
 
If you replace the terms used by Hume (associationism) with ‘stimuli’ and ‘responses’ you get 
the behaviourism of Ivan Pavlov & B. F. Skinner. Within behaviourism the examples of 
operant conditioning of bar-pressing rats and classical salivary conditioning for dogs are 
widely reported (Atkinson, Atkinson, Smith & Hilgard, 1985). An example of associationism 
and behaviourism on humans is a demonstration of Saffran, Aslin & Newport (1996) that 8-
month-old infants pick up the probabilities of transition between syllables in streams of 
artificial speech (to be discussed in the next section 1.2.3 Statistical versus Algebraic Rules). 
Further replacing the ‘stimuli’ with ‘neurons’ and the ‘associations’ with ‘connections’ you 
get the Neural Network models of D. O. Hebb (to be discussed in 1.2.4 Simple Recurrent 
Network Simulation) and the school of cognitive science called connectionism. 
Connectionists explain that if neurons represent simple properties, and sets of active neurons 
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represent concepts, then concepts that are similar will literally overlap in neural real estate, 
and anything associated with one concept will automatically be associated with similar 
concepts (Pinker, 1999).  
 
Direct realism and the school of behaviourism agree on that learning is better understood in 
terms of external, rather than internal causes. Ecological psychology (Gibson, 1972, 1979), 
influencing the Direct Realist view, does not approve that a cognitive interpretation of 
ambiguous sensory data is necessary. The view of complex representations is based on ideas 
from nonanalytic cognition that says that stimulus variability is lawful and informative for 
perceptual analysis. The proposed process is ‘direct’ in the sense of Direct Realism. There are 
no mediating cognitive processes of ‘inference’ or ‘hypothesis testing’ (Fowler, 1986). As a 
consequence, speed of processing is determined by the time taken for the signal to interact 
with the memory contents (Anward et al., 1997).  
 
In short, the theories of associationism, behaviourism, neural networks, and connectionism 
have survived for decades − and would probably not have done so if they did not count for 
important phenomena. Not adapting nativism of e g Universal Grammar (UG) the phonetic 
structure does not have to come pre-specified by the learner’s genetic endowment (Anward 
et al., 1997). Instead listeners perceptual cumulative experience make the units of perception 
in interaction with lawfully structured variability in form of general biological preconditions − 
e g statistical probabilities to be discussed in the next section (1.2.3 Statistical versus 
Algebraic Rules) − not necessarily specialised for language (Anward et al., 1997).  

1.2.3 Statistical versus Algebraic Rules 
Steels (1997) was probably one of the first to introduce the idea of testing theories of self-
organisation with computer simulations. The ideas of Steels are mostly based on the research 
of artificial life, in which one tries to build computer models of diverse life-like behaviours 
using local interactions in large populations of artificial agents. Just as the ideas of Steels are 
testable with computer models, so are the ideas of speech sounds (and other parts of language) 
considered as emergent properties of a self-organising system (de Boer, 1997c). In the next 
section (1.2.4 Simple Recurrent Network Simulation) some viewpoints on network 
illustrations of statistical methods − compatible with the ideas of emergent phonology − 
versus algebraic rules used in language acquisition, are presented. But before that, let me start 
with an introduction to these learning mechanisms.    
 
When studying what learning mechanisms are available to infants in the beginning of 
language learning, some researchers (Altmann, Dienes & Gao, 1995; Saffran, Aslin & 
Newport, 1996) believe in statistical learning mechanisms. In these mechanisms segmentation 
is performed by counting, by a system that is sensitive to transitional probabilities or by 
mechanisms which act like popular class of simple neural network models. Others instead 
(Marcus, Vijayan, Bandi Rao & Vishton, 1999) think that a fundamental task of language 
acquisition is to represent, extract, and generalise algebraic rules.  
 
To begin with: What is meant by statistical learning mechanisms versus infants extracting 
abstract algebraic rules? In order to show that infants attend longer to sentences with 
unfamiliar structures than to sentences with familiar structures − infants habituated to a series 
of two-syllable words should attend longer when confronted to a three-syllable word. For 
example, infants could be exposed to material serving as a learning experience (e g dabi, 
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dopa, lago) and subsequently presented with two types of test stimuli: i) items that were 
contained within the familiarisation material (e g bida, gola), and ii) items that were similar, 
but not contained within the familiarisation material (e g bidaku, padoti, golabu). Attending 
longer to type two test stimuli might be due to the infants’ use of a statistical device that noted 
that the three-syllable word had more syllables than the average number of syllables in the 
preceding utterance. But the infants might also have noticed a violation of a rule (e g ‘all the 
words should be made of two syllables’).  

1.2.3.1 Statistical Learning Mechanisms 
Saffran et al. (1996) found that the looking behaviour of 8-month old infants indicated a 
sensitivity to statistical information inherent in sequences of speech sounds produced in a 
artificial language, e g transitional probabilities (estimates of how likely one item is to follow 
another). In the sentences ‘John rides a bicycle’ and ‘John rides a horse’ the transitional 
probability between words ‘John’ and ‘rides’ is 1.0 but the transitional probability between 
the words ‘rides’ and ‘bicycle’ is 0.5. Accordingly this kind of mechanisms tracking statistical 
information may suffice for language learning. In their study Saffran et al. concentrated on 
segmentation of words from fluent speech − a difficult task since word boundaries in fluent 
speech are not marked consistently by discrete acoustic events such as pauses − and showed 
that this could be accomplished by 8-month old infants, from only 2 minutes of exposure, 
based on the statistical relationships between neighbouring sounds. When dealing with words, 
the transitional probability from one sound to the next will generally be highest when the two 
sounds follow one another within a word, whereas transitional probabilities spanning a word 
boundary will be low (Saffran et al., 1996).   
 
To examine the role of transitional probabilities, Saffran et al. (1996) constructed two 
different types of tests: the word-nonword experiment and the word-part word experiment. In 
both of the experiments the infants were presented with two kinds of test stimuli − items that 
were contained within the familiarisation material (material that served as a learning 
experience) respectively items that were similar but were not contained within the 
familiarisation material. 24 8-month infants were familiarised with continuos speech stream 
consisting of four three-syllable nonsense words (e g bidaku, padoti, golabu) repeated in 
random order. A sample of the speech stream is the orthographic string 
bidakupadotigolabubidaku... The cues to word boundaries were the transitional probabilities 
between syllable pairs, which were higher within nonsense words (1.0 in all cases, for 
example bida) than between words (0.33 in all cases, for example kupa).  
 
To assess learning in the word-nonword experiment, each infant was presented with 
repetitions of one of four three-syllable strings on each test trial. Two of these three-syllable 
strings were ‘words’ (e g bidaku), made of streams of syllables, presented during 
familiarisation, and two were three-syllable ‘nonwords’ (e g kudapa) that contained the same 
syllables heard during familiarisation but not in the order in which they appeared as words. 
The results of Saffran et al. (1996) demonstrated that the infants showed a significant test-trial 
discrimination between word and nonword stimuli (longer listening times for nonwords).  
 
In the word-part word experiment the test items for each infant consisted of two words and 
two ‘part-words’. The part-words were created by joining the final syllable of a word to the 
first two syllables of another word (e g dakupa). Thus the part-words contained three-syllable 
sequences that the infant had heard during familiarisation but statistically did not correspond 
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to words. Despite the difficulty of this word versus part-word discrimination, infants showed 
significant test-trial discrimination between the word and the part-word stimuli, with longer 
listening times for part-words. According to the authors this novelty preference can not be due 
to a total lack of experience with the three-syllable sequences forming part-words, as was the 
case with the nonwords in the first experiment. Rather, infants succeeded in learning and 
remembering particular groupings of three-syllable strings − those strings containing higher 
transitional probabilities surrounded by lower transitional probabilities.  

1.2.3.2 Algebraic Rules 
The alternative possibility suggested by Marcus et al. (1999) is that children might possess at 
least two learning mechanisms: one for learning statistical information and another for 
learning algebraic rules; open-ended abstract relationships for which we can substitute 
arbitrary items. As Marcus et al. puts it, we can substitute any value of x into the equation 
y = x + 2. Similarly, if we know that in Swedish a noun phrase can be formed by 
concatenating any adjective with plural agreement with any noun, then knowing that,            
‘de glada’ (Eng the happy+plural) is a well-formed adjective with plural agreement and that 
‘ flickorna’ (Eng the girls) is a well formed noun, we can infer that ‘de glada flickorna’ (Eng 
the happy+plural+girls) is a well-formed noun phrase.    
 
Marcus et al. stated that a number of previous experiments are consistent with the possibility 
that infants might learn algebraic rules, but each of these prior experiments could be 
accounted for by a system that extracted only statistical tendencies. An example of such 
studies is one by Gomez & Gerken (1997), who found that infants who were habituated to a 
set of sentences constructed from an artificial grammar (e g vot-pel-jic; pel-tam-pel-jic) could 
distinguish between new sentences that were not consistent (e g vot-tam-pel-rud-jic). 
According to Marcus et al. this type of learning might reflect the acquisition of rules, but 
because all the test sentences were constructed with the same words as in the habituation 
sentences, it was possible in these test sentences to distinguish the test sentence on the basis of 
statistical information, without recourse to a rule.  
 
In order to show that statistical learning mechanisms do not exhaust the child’s repertoire of 
learning mechanisms, Marcus et al. (1999) tested 7-month old infants in three experiments, in 
which simple statistical or counting mechanisms would not suffice to learn the rule that was 
generating the sequences of words. In each experiment, infants were habituated to artificial 
three-word sentences and then tested on three-word sentences composed entirely of words that 
did not appear in the habituation. With respect to the familiarisation corpus, the new test 
sentences transitional probabilities were zero. The test sentences varied as to whether they 
were consistent or inconsistent with the grammar of the habituation sentences. Marcus et al. 
suggested that because none of the test words appeared in the habituation phase, infants could 
not distinguish sentences on transitional probabilities. And because the test sentences were of 
the same length, and were generated by a computer, the infant could not distinguish them 
based on statistical properties such as number of syllables or prosody.  
 
Marcus et al. tested infants with the familiarisation preference procedure adopted by Saffran 
et al. (1996); if infants could abstract the underlying structure and generalise it to novel 
words, they were assumed to attend longer during presentation of the inconsistent items than 
during representation of consistent items. In the first experiment, sixteen infants were 
randomly assigned to either ‘ABA’ condition (three-word sentences such as ‘ga ti ga’ or        
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‘ li na li’) or an ‘ABB’ condition (three-word sentences such as ‘ga ti ti’ or  ‘ li na na’). In the 
test phase, they presented infants with 12 sentences that consisted of entirely new words, such 
as ‘wo fe wo’ or ‘wo fe fe’. Half the test trials (consistent items) were constructed from the 
same grammar as the one with which the infant was familiarised, and half the test trials 
(inconsistent items) were constructed from the grammar on which the infant was not trained. 
The phonetic features in the habituation overlapped with the sequence of phonetic features in 
the consistent test items. For example the ABA condition contained patterns of a habituation 
word starting with a voiced consonant, followed by a habituation word starting with an 
unvoiced consonant, and ending with a habituation word starting with a voiced consonant. 
Each of the inconsistent test items was voiced-unvoiced-unvoiced. Marcus et al. found that 15 
of 16 infants preferred looking longer at the light associated with the test items constructed 
from the grammar on which they were not trained.     
 
To rule out the possibility that infants might rely on learning sequences of particular phonetic 
features rather than deriving a more abstract rule, Marcus et al. run a second experiment with 
the same grammars as in the first experiment, but with more carefully constructed words. In 
experiment 2, if the test word ‘A’ was +voiced, the test word ‘B’ was -voiced, whereas the 
habituation words did not vary on the feature of voicing − they were all simply +voiced. Thus, 
the habituation words did not provide direct information about the relationship between 
voiced and unvoiced consonants. As in experiment 1, 15 of 16 infants looked longer at the 
flashing side light during the presentation of the inconsistent (not habituated to) items than 
during the presentation of the consistent (habituated to) items.  
 
Strings from the ABB grammar contained immediately reduplicated elements (as ‘ti ti ’), 
whereas strings from the ABA grammar did not. In a third experiment Marcus et al. compared 
sentences constructed from the ABB grammar with sentences constructed from an AAB 
grammar; because reduplication was contained in both grammars, the infants could not 
distinguish these grammars only on basis of information on reduplication. As in experiment 1 
and 2, infants (16 of 16) looked longer during presentation of the inconsistent items.  

1.2.3.3 Implications 
What conclusions did Saffran et al. and Marcus et al. draw from their experiments? The 
existence of computational abilities that extract structure so rapidly, according to Saffran 
et al., suggests that it is premature to assert a priori how much of the striking knowledge base 
of human infants is primarily a result of experience-independent mechanisms. In particular, 
they mean, some aspects of early development may turn out to be characterised as resulting 
from innately biased statistical learning mechanisms rather than innate knowledge (Saffran 
et al., 1996). Marcus et al. stated that a system that noted discrepancies with stored sequences 
of words could not account for the results in any of the three experiments, because both the 
consistent and the inconsistent items differed from any stored sequences of words. A system 
that noted discrepancies with stored sequences of phonetic features could account for the 
results in experiment 1, but not those in experiments 2 and 3. A system that could count the 
number of reduplicated elements could account for the results in experiments 1 and 2, but it 
could not account for infants’ performance in experiment 3. Marcus et al. proposed that a 
system that could account for their results is one in which infants extract abstract algebra-like 
rules that represent relationships between placeholders (variables), generally such as ‘item I is 
the same as item J’ (Marcus et al., 1999). 
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1.2.4 Simple Recurrent Network Simulation 
An enhanced version of Simple Recurrent Network (SRN) aims to model how speakers who are 
trained on one artificial language learn a second artificial language that has the same structure more 
rapidly than a second artificial language with a different structure (Altmann, Dienes & Gao, 1995). 
Marcus et al. (1999) stated that this model could not account for their data, because the model relied 
on being supplied with attested examples of sentences that were acceptable in the artificial language 
used during test phase, whereas the infants tested by them, succeeded without such information. 
Gerry Altmann (1999) did not believe this was the case. The SRN’s task, used by Altmann et al. 
(1995), was to predict the next syllable. At test, the weights on connections (between nodes) were 
frozen, simulating an adaptive learning procedure. Using input nodes that had not been used for 
training, simulating a change in vocabulary, both grammatical and ungrammatical sequences were 
presented to the input layer. The network’s classification of these sequences, without feedback 
referring to which sequences were grammatical and which ungrammatical at test, did not differ from 
Marcus et al. infants’ classification of the same stimuli. Altmann’s (1999) conclusion was that the 
findings presented by Marcus et al. were premature: a popular class of Neural Network (NN) could 
model aspects of their own data and accordingly the processes of infants may not have been so 
different from statistical learning mechanisms after all.            
 
Marcus (1999b) believed that there still were some good reasons to doubt that Altmann et al.’s model 
provided the correct account. The ‘success’ of the model, according to Marcus, depended on 1) how 
one interpreted the outputs of the model, 2) multiple iteration of each test sentence before moving on 
to the next sentence, and 3) the fact that the model did not genuinely abstract a rule (but mapped the 
encodings of one set of words onto the encodings of another word set). Marcus also criticised the 
external mechanism, used by Altmann et al., which could freeze a specific subset of connection 
weights. Since this external device, they said, ‘turned off’ learning in one part of the model, but not 
another − it was unclear what sort of neural system could have implemented this in the brief period of 
time which the infants had in the experiments of Marcus et al.. Yet Michiro Negishi (Seidenberg, 
Elman, Negishi, Eimas & Marcus, 1999) agreed with Altmann et al. that the statement made by 
Marcus et al., of infants language learning tasks not being learnable by statistical algorithms, was not 
correct. The fact that Marcus et al. assumed that the refined phoneme set, used in experiments 2 and 
3, was not statistically learnable indicated that their paradigm was based on binary feature 
representations. Negishi claimed that statistical algorithms could accomplish the learning, if one 
adopts a continuous vowel height as in the cardinal vowel scale.  
 
The conclusion of Marcus et al., that infants learned rules governing sequences’ grammar, rested on 
the fact that the sequences contained novel syllables. However, according to Seidenberg (Seidenberg 
et al., 1999), these ‘grammatical rules’ created other statistical regularities (for example the AAB 
grammar indicated that a syllable was followed by another instance of the same syllable and then a 
different syllable) − and infants’ capacity to learn this type of same-different contingencies can be 
modelled by NN’s. In order to understand children’s behaviour Seidenberg emphasised that the goal 
of modeling is to endowe networks with the same capacities and experiences as children. He claimed 
that NNs, of the type Marcus et al. studied, were not provided with either, since there was no 
knowledge of the structure of utterances, no exposure to novel syllables, and no way to represent 
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phonological similarity. Seidenberg meant that since a 7-month-old child already has developed a rich 
representation of the structure of speech events on the basis of several thousand hours of exposure to 
examples − including those by Marcus et al. called ‘novel’ test syllables − it was not surprising that 
the networks behaved differently. 

1.2.5 Acquisition of Syntax 
Saffran et al. (1996) stated that the speed and accuracy with which an organism extracts 
environmental information, during early development, could be extremely important for its 
survival. Depending on the developmental status and the task facing a particular organism, 
both experience-independent and experience-dependent mechanisms may be involved in the 
extraction of information and the control of the behaviour (Saffran et al., 1996).  
 
What is meant by experience-independent versus experience-dependent mechanisms? Some 
species have evolved highly constrained neural mechanisms to ensure that environmental 
information is properly interpreted, even in the absence of experience with the environment 
(e g bat echolocation, and cricket song). Other species are dependent on a period of interaction 
with the environment that clarifies the information to which attention should be directed and 
the consequences of behaviour guided by that information. In quest of language acquisition 
most theorists emphasise the relative importance of experience-independent internally 
structured mechanisms (Bickerton, 1984; Chomsky, 1981; Fodor, 1983; Gleitman & Newport, 
1995). But, according to others (Saffran et al., 1996; Elman & Bates, in Pesetsky et al., 1997), 
it is undeniable that experience-dependent mechanisms as well are required for the acquisition 
of language and that learning might play a primary role in the acquisition of more complicated 
aspects of language. Such aspects, as acquiring specific words, phonological structure of a 
language, and learning grammar, they say, must be acquired from listening experience.  
 
Steven Pinker (in Pesetsky et al., 1997) agrees on that it is not new or controversial that 
infants learn words by remembering sequences of sounds. What he disagrees with is the 
suggestion that children might also learn grammar in the same way they learn words by 
recording frequent sound sequences. Pinker states that words and grammar are different. The 
sequence of sounds making up a word is not capturable by rules (‘monkey’ can not be 
understood as a combination of ‘mon’ and ‘key’), he says, but must be memorised. However 
the sequence of words making up a sentence is, according to Pinker, capturable by rules. 
Word sequences need not and cannot be memorised, because they form an open-ended set. 
Moreover, grammar does not merely sequence words, but relates each sequence to a meaning 
through hierarchical, cross-referenced data structures (Pinker, in Pesetsky et al., 1997). 
Further, Pinker stated, words and learning grammar pose different computational problems. 
The statistical learning procedures that have been applied to grammar do not behave like 
people, but instead guess the next word of a string in a simplified artificial language, rather 
than converting meanings to real sentences and vice versa. Saffran et al. (in Pesetsky et al., 
1997) also hold that sequential statistic extended from words to grammar is insufficient to 
capture the nature of grammar. Instead they suspect that infants may be capable of performing 
other kind of complex statistical analyses, which is a question that requires further study. 
 
Other studies in humans and neural networks (Elman, 1996; Seidenberg, 1997; Haith, 1994; 
Gomez & Gerken, 1997b) demonstrate that statistical inferences can be used to acquire 
grammar. In their perspective, Elman & Bates (in Pesetsky et al., 1997), review three lines of 
evidence suggesting that multipurpose skills (for acquiring something new in many different 
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domains) play a major role in language learning: 1) neural network simulations of language 
development, 2) large corpora of written and spoken language showing that the input to 
learners is richer than previously believed, and 3) demonstrations of the speed and power of 
statistical learning in human infants. Taken together, Elman et al. stated that these lines of 
evidence suggest that Chomsky and his followers have underestimated the power of learning. 

2. The Problem 
In the previous section the role of learning (experience-dependency) in acquisition of 
complicated aspects of language, such as phonological structure, words, and grammar, was 
emphasised. Further it was stated that grammar relate each word sequence to a meaning 
through hierarchical structures. Learning words through hierarchical structures of grammar are 
part of the problem to be discussed in this chapter. In this discussion the motivation and the 
aims of the present study are outlined. 
 
Research in the neurobiology of learning and in neural network modelling has tended to focus 
on simple associative learning mechanisms whose functions pretty much already are 
recognisable to associationist (Pinker, 1999). Infants have particular perceptual capacities at 
the beginning of life. For example at very early age infants perceive consonantal contrasts 
categorically (differences between two phonetic categories are perceived better than 
differences within a phonetic category). They can perceive a range of other consonantal 
contrasts, including contrasts from their native language, as well as contrasts from a foreign 
language (van de Weijer, 1998). An issue that has received less attention is: How do babies 
manage − when the issue is not only to perceive a consonant contrast − to extract and 
associate a target-word they never have heard before to an object they never have seen before? 
The main aim of this study is to look at the effects of manipulating the complexity and the 
degree of context-dependency of the ambient-like language on infants’ ability to associate a 
target-word to an object. The purpose of the ambient-like language, realised as phrases made 
of randomly generated nonsense words, is to simulate the semantically arbitrary contents of 
words  the type of situation facing young infants on the cusp of language learning  to 
ensure the novelty of the test material. Finally, the hypothesis is that the effects of 
manipulating the target-word phrase position and the target-word frequency in low variability 
condition will reveal reliable structure from the associative learning point of view.  
 
It has been suggested that left hemisphere, in children, generally plays a more important role 
in the extraction of perceptual details (perception of the sound, the visual objects, the smell 
and all the experienced details in a learning situation). In a study by Thal et al. (in Bates, Dale 
& Thal, 1995), in young children, between 16-36 months, there is a clear association between 
continued expressive delays (production deficits) and damage to left posterior hemisphere. 
This is, according to Bates et al., a reversal of the usual story for adult aphasics (where 
damage to frontal sites tends to result in nonfluent aphasia), indicating that the new-word-
learning task for children and adults seems to be quite different. In line with the extraction of 
perceptual details needed for new-word learning task, correlated multisensoric processes, 
such as detection of sound sequences and visual stimuli ‘melted together’ into one audio-
visual representation, seem to build linguistic structure (Lacerda & Sundberg, 1999). 
Consequently the second aim of this paper is to investigate under controlled experimental 
conditions how the frequency of one word’s occurrence in different phrases and their 
correlation with visual stimuli (in contrast to auditive or visual exposure alone) affects the 
language user’s availability to establish relevant sound-meaning-connections.  
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What else is there in the learning situation for the infant to take notice of, besides statistical 
regularities, such as phonotactic constraints (restrictions on the possible ordering of phones 
within a word), frequent target-word repetitions, and suprasegmental clues? Language is a 
quintessential symbol-manipulating system. The abstractness and open-ended expressive 
power of human language comes from a recursive system manipulating variables like ‘noun 
phrase’ and ‘object’ (Pinker, 1994). The assumption is that if we learn that the grammatical 
object comes after the verb from simple sentences like ‘Har du sett nallen?’ (Eng Have you 
seen the teddybear?’), then we can generalise that regularity to grammatical objects that are 
very different in sound or meaning (*Fur bu skrett kullan?), or in length (*Fur bu skrett böm 
blina, föna kullan?). Just like phonotactic constraints, also morphotactic constraints, part of 
speech and syntax form statistical regularities which may be helpful in making sound-
meaning-connections when exposed to previously unheard but well-formed uttrances. 
Accordingly, the third aim of this paper is to study whether the ability to recognise abstract 
patterns of stimuli that cut across sensory content is an ability that might be discovered by 
infants. Or to put in other words, if taking advantage of grammar is used by infants when 
exposed to entirely novel material. 
 
Although this paper does not address the problem of speech recognition systems the following 
application, as a last reason for carrying out this study, is worth mentioning. The goal of 
building speaker-independent speech recognition systems, that accurately recognises speech 
regardless of who produces it, has only been realised in restricted sense. ‘There are recognition 
systems that are relatively accurate for a very small vocabulary and there are systems that are relatively 
inaccurate (compared to humans) for larger vocabularies’ (Nusbaum & Magnuson, 1995). In order to 
achieve accurate levels of performance most automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems 
require some amount of training on the talker’s voice who will be using the system (Nusbaum, 
DeGrooot, & Lee, 1995; Nusbaum & Pisoni, 1987). According to Johnson et al. (1997) 
speaker adaptation can be seen as a way to use complex speaker-specific representations in 
ASR (in which variability is retained rather than normalised out), because it involves adapting 
an existing speaker-independent recognition device given partial analysis of some speaker-
specific patterns. Speaker adaptation − reflecting how normal hearing listeners easily adapt to 
changes in speakers (to talker variability) as well as to a wide variety of realisations of 
phonemes (to contextual variability) in ASR − is thus an efficient way to construct a speaker-
dependent recognition device. Consequently, studies of speaker adaptation and specifically 
studies of infant adaptation to talker and contextual variability might be exploring ways to 
fine-tune ASR systems that already retain and use speaker-specific information. In short (by 
Johnson et al., 1997): ‘[...T]he rich-representation, simple-mapping approach to talker variability [...] 
suggests that a similar theoretical tack might also be fruitful in dealing with contextual variation when dealing 
with automatic speech recognition [...].  

3. Method 
In this chapter a description of data collection of infant-directed speech (IDS), generation of 
test materials and how these materials − in line with the aims of this paper − were used in the 
present study, are given. In 3.1 (Informants) and in 3.3 (Procedure) characteristics of the 
population respectively outline of the testing procedure in this study and other generally used 
testing procedures for studying infant perception are explained. In 3.2.1 (Generation of Input 
Language) development of phonotactics, morphotactics and syntax of the artificial language 
are described. Here the reader interested in computational linguistics will find algorithms and 
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some central parts of program code used for generating the nonsense language. Since the 
structure of infant-directed nonsense language (the independent variable) in this study is of 
great importance, in 3.2.2 (Structure of Input Language) I will in detail explain the divergent 
structures of input language used in different conditions. And finally, the visual components 
of the films: Svensiska 1, 2 and 3, are shown in 3.2.3 (Components of Visual Input). 
 
The language model were laboratory recordings where a Swedish mother was asked to interact 
with her 3-month old infant as normally as possible. The original purpose of the recording was 
to give estimates of phoneme, morpheme and target-word frequencies and to figure out 
proportion of e g declaratives, interrogatives and imperatives (i e all kinds of information 
about the structure) in IDS. The data collected (20 min) was ortographically transcribed into a 
‘mini corpus’. Statistics from this ‘mini corpus’ were used to generate nonsense words 
according to the phonotactics and morphotactics of IDS. The generated nonsense phrases 
made of nonsense words were read aloud by a Swedish female speaker and recorded as audio 
input corresponding to visual objects in the films to be showed to informants. The testing 
procedure consisted of three different conditions. Two test conditions were designed to look at 
the effects of different structures (‘natural’ and ‘manipulated’ structure). The purpose of the 
third test condition was to eliminate some threats to internal validity. The informants were 
randomly assigned in the test conditions (Svensiska 1, 2, and 3). Most of the informants 
participated in one, a few in two, and some in all three conditions. The infants participating in 
tests were video recorded and their looking behaviour through different parts of the films was 
later analysed. Initial preference for one of the visual objects, duration of exposure to one 
object/corresponding audio at a time, and the sensitivity of the infant to make an association 
between target-words and corresponding visual objects after exposure were measured in 
milliseconds (with precision of 0.04s).     
 
The main aim of this paper was to look at the effects of manipulating the complexity and the 
degree of context-dependency of the ambient-like language, on infants target-word association 
to an object. What exactly do I mean by complexity and degree of context-dependency of the 
ambient-like language? Complexity is related to some qualitative aspects − complexity of 
phonotactics and morphotactics (e g amount of consonant clusters, and derivations), target-
word abstractness (e g whether the target-word refers to physical things or activities) as well 
as target-word phrase position − of a language. In this study the qualitative aspect manipulated 
was target-word phrase position − following that target-words in phrase final position, 
compared with target-words in other than phrase final position, facilitated association between 
the object and the target-word. In all test conditions, the nonsense words chosen as target-
words belonged to noun category (which was not the case for all target-words in the ‘mini-
corpus’). The natural speech stream of nonsense phrases (with pauses and stress differences) 
provided some acoustic clues about target-words − but the amount of prosodic information in 
each test condition was of same extent. Degree of context-dependency of the ambient-like 
language refers to a quantitative aspect of a language, and more specifically to the familiar 
‘repetitive’ character of IDS. In this study the ‘repetitive’ character was manifested in either of 
the two following ways: all nonsense phrases (corresponding to phrases in the ‘mini corpus’) 
referring to an object were present in the audio regardless of the occurrence of the target-word 
(‘natural’ structure); in the case of the less context-dependent structure, only the phrases 
containing the target-word were selected (‘manipulated’ structure). 
 
In line with the second aim of this paper the ‘natural structure’ of Svensiska 1 can be seen as 
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exposure to auditive or visual stimuli alone. The context-dependent structure (several phrases 
not mentioning the target-word) of the input language in Svensiska 1 did not provide adequate 
correlational clues to establish a multisensoric connection. The ‘repetitive’ structures of 
Svensiska 2 and 3 instead, exposed the informants to frequent target-word repetitions and to 
systematic visual exposure. In sum, relevant multidimensional correlations between the signal 
(word) and the other co-occurring sensory dimension (picture) were provided by the structure 
of Svensiska 2, and 3, but not by Svensiska 1.  
 
How were the phrases, made of randomly generated nonsense words, used to study infant 
perception? Short exposure of Swedish infants to languages other than their mother tongue (to 
which they already have been exposed to a bit) might bring about the same kind of word-
meaning-connections that already has taken place in Swedish. To go a step further is to say 
that the same kind of word-meaning-connections may take place after a short exposure to an 
artificial language. The purpose of the artificial language was accordingly to simulate a 
learning situation during a period when the semantic content of words is presumably arbitrary.  
Another point was that, if the phrases in different test conditions had been in Swedish one 
could not be sure that the type of associative learning captured was only due to the short 
exposure to target-words in this experimental situation.  
 
What about the aim to study whether taking advantage of grammar is used by young language 
learners? The nonsense language used as test material − is an artificial language in the sense 
of its naturalness! This may seem contradictory, but the point is that the nonsense words were  
− not just randomly generated, but − randomly generated according to a description of 
phonotactics and morphotactics of a natural language. In the same manner the nonsense 
phrases, made of nonsense words in different phrase structural positions, were based on a 
description of declaratives, interrogatives and imperatives in Swedish infant-directed speech. 
In sum, the informants were investigated with help of an artificial language, which was 
constructed of elements systematically corresponding to different grammatical parts in 
phrases. Each nonsense word was assigned its syntactical function. Object related nonsense 
words were e g made of arbitrary CVC stems concatenated with optional suffixes. Nonsense 
words serving as predicates and subjects were concatenated in a similar way. The nonsense 
phrases, constructed of these syntactical elements, were used to ‘explain’ − just like 
semantically meaningful phrases do − the visual objects presented. Due to naturalness of the 
nonsense language − nevertheless five to fifteen month old infants already have some 
knowledge of the grammar of Swedish − the expected ability of taking advantage of grammar 
reflects the infants capability of recognising a sound sequence (a stem of a word) as embedded 
word in longer (derivated, inflected, or compounded) words. The nonsense phrases 
‘explaining’ the visual objects were natural also in the way they were produced, i e read aloud 
by a human speaker. Since earlier research on word-segmentation (Saffran et al., 1996; 
Marcus et al., 1999; Gomez et al., 1997) is mostly based on synthetically produced stimuli, 
one can not be sure that the infants in these experiments perceived the stimuli used as real 
speech. Consequently using naturally produced phrases (not synthesised syllables) indicate 
sensitiveness to statistical relationships between linguistic stimuli.  

3.1 Informants 
The informants in this study were randomly selected from the National Swedish address 
register (SPAR) on the basis of age and geographical criteria. A total of fifty-five infants, 
recorded during a period of one month, participated in this study. Six of them were excluded 
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from the study due to interrupted recordings (infant crying or for some reason not wanting to 
continue to look at the film). Two of the remaining 49 infants participated in three test 
conditions, nine participated in two test conditions (five in Svensiska 1 and 2, three in 
Svensiska 2 and 3, and one in Svensiska 2 and 3) and thirty-eight participated in one test 
condition (14 in Svensiska 1, 10 in Svensiska 2, and 14 in Svensiska 3). The infants were 
randomly assigned to the three different test conditions, regardless of age and gender. Their 
parents were automatically scheduled for experiments with help of a computer program 
extracting information from a database. The parents of all informants gave informed consent, 
and were not compensated for their participation. The infants not showing up (for some reason 
cancelled appointments) were booked for a new appointment or replaced by next coming 
infants booked for the experiment. The final figures of informants tested were: 22 infants in 
Svensiska 1 (12 males, 10 females, mean age 13 months +8 days; age range 8:-5 to 20:+4), 20 
infants in Svensiska 2 (12 males, 8 females, mean age 13 months -9 days; age range 9:-14 to 
15:+13), and 20 infants in Svensiska 3 (7 males, 13 females, mean age 11 months +11 days; 
age range 6:-5 to 16:-12).        

3.2 Test Material 

3.2.1 Generation of Input Language 
Four programs, written in Perl (Practical Extraction and Report Language), were compiled to 
generate the nonsense language: Statistics, Word-Generator, Stoplist and Phrase-Generator. 
The base for getting statistics of phonotactics and morphotactics of IDS was the 
ortographically transcribed ‘mini corpus’ of 20 minutes. This monologue was analysed into 
parts of speech. The tags used included information also about lemma forms of the words. A 
fragment of the ‘mini corpus’ is shown in Table 3.1. The first program, Statistics, extracted 
words belonging to different parts of speech and different word lengths to give each phoneme 
and morpheme it’s categorical ‘weight’. The Word-Generator was used to generate words 
according to context-free word rules, which defined how phonemes and morphemes join 
together to form words. The input files in Word-Generator were ‘weighted’ (according to the 
statistics of the first program) phonemes and morphemes and the output files were words (so 
far real and nonsense words) belonging to different word categories. The Stoplist program 
took the generated words and checked them against a stoplist made of about 100 000 most 
frequent words (names, foreign words, and abbreviations excluded) in SUC (Stockholm-
Umeå Corpus) so that all real Swedish words generated were excluded and only nonsense 
words were left. The last program Phrase-Generator generated nonsense phrases according to 
context-free phrase rules (analogue to the syntax of the ‘mini corpus’), which defined how 
words join together to form phrases. The input files of Phrase-Generator were nonsense words 
(real Swedish words excluded) and the output file contained the final nonsense phrases of the 
input language. The programs: Statistics, Word-Generator, Stoplist and Phrase-Generator 
cascaded together by their input/output files are shown in Table 3.2. 
 
Table 3.1: A fragment of the ‘mini corpus’. 
 
<BARNRIKTAT> 
<f id=br1> 
<w r=1>ja<ana><ps>INT<b>ja</w> 
<d r=2>,<ana><ps>MAD<b>,</d>  
<w r=3>ska<ana><ps>V<b>ska</w>  
<w r=4>vi<ana><ps>PRON<b>vi</w>  
<w r=5>leka<ana><ps>V<b>leka</w> 
<w r=6>lite<ana><ps>ADV<b>lite</w>   
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<d r=7>?<ana><ps>MAD<b>?</d> 
</f> 
<f id=uppr1> 
<w r=8>ska<ana><ps>V<b>ska</w> 
<w r=9>vi<ana><ps>PRON<b>vi</w> 
<w r=10>leka<ana><ps>V<b>leka</w> 
<w r=11>lite<ana><ps>ADV<b>lite</w>  
<d r=12>?<ana><ps>MAD<b>?</d> 
</f> 
<f id=br2> 
<w r=13>ja<ana><ps>INT<b>ja</w> 
<d r=14>,<ana><ps>MAD<b>,</d>  
<w r=15>du<ana><ps>PRON<b>du</w> 
<w r=16>är<ana><ps>V<b>vara</w> 
<w r=17>lite<ana><ps>ADV<b>lite</w>  
<w r=18>irriterad<ana><ps>ADJ<b>irriterad</w> 
<w r=19>idag<ana><ps>ADV<b>idag</w> 

 
Table 3.2: Statistics, Word-Generator, Stoplist and Phrase-Generator cascaded together to a nonsense phrase 
generation model. The model takes as input a set of IDS phrases; their phonological, morphological and 
syntactical features and provides as output nonsense phrases satisfying the featural requirements. The actual 
number of input and output files was 55 ‘weighted’ phoneme files, 49 word files, and 49 nonsense word files.    
 
 

  ‘mini corpus'   

     

      INPUT  

  STATISTICS   
      OUTPUT  
     

 'weighted' phonemes  'weighted' phonemes  'weighted' phonemes  'weighted' phonemes  'weighted' phonemes 

 'weighted' phonemes  'weighted' phonemes  'weighted' phonemes  'weighted' phonemes  'weighted' phonemes 

     
      INPUT  
  WORD-

GENERATOR 
  

      OUTPUT  
     

words words words words words 

words words words words words 

     
      INPUT  

  STOPLIST   
      OUTPUT  
     

nonsense words nonsense words nonsense words nonsense words nonsense words 

nonsense words nonsense words nonsense words nonsense words nonsense words 

     
      INPUT  
          PHRASE-       

    GENERATOR 
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3.2.1.1 Statistics 
To get statistics of the phonotactics and morphotactics, all the words in the original Swedish 
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monologue were extracted according to part of speech and length of words (CV structures). 
For example adverbs were extracted as belonging to 5 categories: CVC adverbs − e g  ‘mer’, 
‘när’ (Eng ‘more’, ‘ when’), VCCV adverbs − e g ‘inte’ (Eng ‘not’), CVCV adverbs − e g 
‘bara’, ‘ lite’ (Eng ‘only’, ‘ little’), CVC(C)+igt adverbs − e g ‘skojigt’, ‘ konstigt’ (Eng ‘funny’, 
‘strange’), and some other type of adverbs − e g ‘nej’ (Eng ‘no’). The remaining words in the 
‘mini corpus’ were divided in different substantive, adjective, pronoun, preposition, 
conjunction, interjection, article, and verb categories in the same way. The next step was to 
get statistics of phoneme frequencies, e g consonant or vowel onsets (e g CVC or VCCV), 
vowel in position 1 (e g CVC), intermediate consonant/s (e g CVC(C)V), vowel in position 2 
(e g CVCV), and consonant and vowel offsets (e g CVCVC or VCCV). The purpose of 
getting statistics of phoneme frequencies was to give each phoneme it’s categorical ‘weight’, 
i e amount of phonemes in input files to be randomly selected from when generating nonsense 
words. This fine graded division in word categories according to part of speech and CV-
structures was necessary to avoid rough estimations of phoneme frequencies. For example /d/, 
/s/ and /j/ in word onsets had together an overall frequency (across all parts of speech) of 39%, 
mostly due to words ‘då’, ‘ så’, and ‘ja’ (Eng ‘then’, ‘ so’, ‘ yes’) which frequently functioned 
as ‘fillers’ to keep the monologue going on. But e g for /j/ in word onsets, statistics according 
to part of speech and CV-structure gave the weights 15% in CVC pronoun word onsets (as in 
‘ jag’ − Eng ‘I’), and 55% in CV interjection word onsets (as in ‘ja’  − Eng ‘yes’). The 
percentage of consonants in word onsets, as intermediate consonants and in word offsets is 
shown in Table 3.3. The percentage of vowels in word onsets, vowel in 1 position, vowel in 2 
position and in word offsets is shown in Table 3.4. The percentage of phonemes used for 
several parts of speech, and derivational and inflectional suffixes are seen in Table 3.5. In 
each table the names of the input files of Word-Generator are seen in the leftmost column 
(subs_onset, adj_onset_CVC e t c). These 55 input files − 21 files consisting of ‘weighted’ 
consonants, 16 files consisting of ‘weighted’ vowels, and 18 files consisting of ‘weighted’ 
morphemes e t c − of Word-Generator are shown in their entirety in appendix A.  The overall 
frequency of consosnants and vowels (out of 999 words) in the ‘mini corpus’ was: 12% 
vowels, 88% consonants in word onsets, and 49% vowels, 51% consonats in word offsets.  
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Table 3.3: The percentage of consonants in word onsets, as intermediate consonants and in word offsets used 
as input files in Word-Generator. 
 
 

b bl ck d f g gr h j k kr l ll m mm n nk nn nst nt p pp pr q r rg s sk skr ss t tt v
ONSETS
subs_onset: 25 1 5 6 33 15 12 3
adj_onset_CVC 3 45 20 2 2 7 16 5
adj_onset_CVC+ig: 40 20 7 33
adv_onset_CVC: 7 46 7 4 36
adv_onset_CVCV: 9 77 14
verb_onset: 4 22 15 5 9 5 4 2 1 33
verb_onset_CVC: 25 25 25 25
auxiliary_onset: 50 50
pron_onset_CV: 25 25 25 25
pron_onset_CVC: 36 4 15 15 30
interj_onset_CV: 10 16 55 4 10 5
INTERMEDIATE CONS
subs_med: 10 10 24 10 39 7
adv_cons2_CVCV: 23 77
adv_med_VCCV: 100
verb_med: 14 15 15 14 14 14 14
OFFSETS
subs_offset_CVC: 19 73 4 4
subs_offset_CVCVC: 21 79
adj_offset_CVC: 7 3 23 51 2 14
adj_offset_CVC+ig: 33 7 40 20
adv_offset_CVC: 10 29 61
prep_offset_VC: 90 10

 
 
 
 
Table 3.4: The percentage of vowels in word onsets, in vowel position 1 (e g CVC, CVCV, CVCVC), in 
vowel position 2 (e g CVCV, CVCVC) and in word offsets (e g VCCV, CV) used as                                      
input files in Word-Generator. 

a e i o u y å ä ö
ONSETS
adv_onset_VCCV: 50 50
1 VOWEL
subs_vow1_CVC: 19 61 12 8
subs_vow1_CVCV: 59 22 19
subs_vow1_CVCVC: 20 20 20 20 20
adj_vow1_CVC: 2 3 44 23 28
adj_vow1_CVC+ig: 80 20
adv_vow1_CVC: 7 11 82
adv_vow1_CVCV: 9 14 77
verb_vow1_CVC+suffix: 7 5 29 5 7 7 18 13 9
pron_vow1_CVC: 30 40 30
2 VOWEL
subs_vow2_CVCV: 41 59
subs_vow2_CVCVC: 20 20 20 20 20
adv_vow2_CVCV: 23 77
OFFSETS
adv_offset_VCCV: 33 33 34
pron_offset_CV: 33 33 34
interj_offset_CV: 59 11 26 4  
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Table 3.5: The percentage of vowels (e g front and back vowels), consonants (e g nasals and voiced 
consonants in word offsets), derivational and inflectional suffixes (e g /-ig/, /-en/, /-n/, /ar/, /or/ and /er/) used as 
input files in Word-Generator. 

b ch d g m n l en ar er or ig nå så må få vå gen dan got sl sn st sk i y e ä ö a å o u
OTHER
adj_undef: 100
subs_sing_def: 100
subs_sing_def2: 100
subs_plu_undef: 33 33 33
verb_suffix: 50 50
front_vow: 20 20 20 20 20
back_vow: 25 25 25 25
voiced_nas_offs: 55 30 15
pron_onset_syll: 25 15 20 21 20
pron_utr: 75 25
pron_neutr: 100
double_onset: 10 10 10 70
nas_offset: 50 50
vowel: 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11
det_utr_onset: 50 50
conj_offset: 100
conj2_onset: 33 33 33
conj2_offset: 50 50

 
 
 
 
 

3.2.1.2 Word-Generator 
In Word-Generator the phonotactics and morphotactics of words were described. For example 
three different types of stems for substantives were generated: CVC, CVCV and CVCVC 
stems. Descriptions of these stems are shown in Rule 1, 2 and 3. These context-free word 
rules use data structures $, @ and $somestring[rand(@somearray)], and one operator =. The 
data structure $ is a scalar variable; a place to hold values such as strings (sequence of 
characters), @ stores elements in data structure called a list or an array (each element of the 
array is a separate scalar variable), rand is a built-in function that reads a list of strings 
@somearray and then selects and prints a random string $somestring from the list, and 
finally = is an assignment operator (assignment; a way to give a value to a variable), which 
takes a variable name on the left side and gives the value of the expression on the right.  
 
In Rule 1 (@stem1), on left side of the assignment operator, is the variable name for CVC 
substantives (e g the nonsense word ‘mak’). The value of the expression is given on the right 
side of the assignment operator: $subs_onset is one randomly selected string (e g /m/) from the 
input list (@subs_onset) consisting of ‘weighted’ consonants in word onset for substantives (e g 
/m/, /s/, /h/, /n/, /k/, /b/, and /f/), $subs_vow1_CVC is one randomly selected string (e g /a/) from 
the input list (@subs_vow1_CVC) consisting of ‘weighted’ vowels in position 1 for CVC 
substantives (e g /a/, /y/, and /i/), and finally $subs_offset_CVC is one randomly selected string 
(e g /k/) in word offset for CVC substantives from the input list (@subs_offset_CVC) consisting 
of ‘weighted’ consonants in word offset for CVC substantives (e g /k/, /r/, /rg/, and /l/). In a 
similar way Rule 2 shows the structure of stems for CVCV substantives and Rule 3 the 
structure of stems for CVCVC substantives.       
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Rule 1: 
(@stem1)=($subs_onset[rand(@subs_onset)],$subs_vow1_CVC[rand(@subs_vow1_CVC)
],$subs_offset_CVC[rand(@subs_offset_CVC)]);   
  

Rule 2:   
(@stem2)=($subs_onset[rand(@subs_onset)],$subs_vow1_CVCV[rand(@subs_vow1_CV
CV)],$subs_med[rand(@subs_med)],$subs_vow2_CVCV[rand(@subs_vow2_CVCV)]); 
   

Rule 3:    
(@stem3)=($subs_onset[rand(@subs_onset)],$subs_vow1_CVCVC[rand(@subs_vow1_C
VCVC)],$subs_med[rand(@subs_med)],$subs_vow2_CVCVC[rand(@subs_vow2_CVCV
C)],$subs_offset[rand(@subs_offset)]);  
 
 
These CVC, CVCV and CVCVC stems for substantives could further be concatenated with 
inflectional suffixes /-ar/, /-er/, and /-or/ for plural forms. In Rule 4 on the left side of the 
assignment operator (@subs_plu_undef_stem1) is the variable name for undefined CVC 
substantives in plural (e g the nonsense word ‘maker’), made of the CVC stem (‘mak’ from 
Rule 1) and one randomly selected string $subs_plu_undef (e g /-er/) from the input file 
(@subs_plu_undef) consisting of  ‘weighted’ morphemes (/-ar/, /-or/, and /-er/).       
 
 
Rule 4: 
    (@subs_plu_undef_stem1)=(@stem1,$subs_plu_undef[rand(@subs_plu_undef)]);    
 
Similar kinds of context-free word rules were needed for definite forms of CVC, CVCV and 
CVCVC substantives in singular and plural, and for stems and derivational/inflectional 
suffixes for all other parts of speech and different word lengths. When able to the stems 
generated, e g adjective stems, were further concatenated when describing the structure of 
other parts of speech, e g adverbs. Rule 5 is an example of the phonotactics of CVC+ig 
adjectives (e g the nonsense word ‘skänstig’). In this case the list (@adj_undef) consists only of 
one type of derivational suffix to be selected /-ig/. Rule 6 shows how these adjective stems 
were reused when deriving CVC+igt adverbs: (@adv_1) (‘skänstigt’)  is concatenated of 

(@adj_stem1) (‘skänstig’ from Rule 5) and /t/. While randomly selecting phonemes and 
morphemes according to all context-free word rules, the program stopped when 200 words 
were generated for each word category. All the words were sent to a subprogram (‘Unique’) to 
be deleted (if already present in the list of words) or to be put in output list (if a unique word 
generated). The algorithm of Word-Generator (its input files, and the subprograms 
‘Randomise’; context-free word rules and  ‘Unique’) is shown in Table 3.6.     
 
 
Rule 5: 
(@adj_stem1)=($adj_onset_CVC[rand(@adj_onset_CVC)],$adj_vow1_CVC[rand(@adj_vow
1_CVC)],$adj_offset_CVC[rand(@adj_offset_CVC)], $adj_undef[rand(@adj_undef)]);  
 

Rule 6:  
(@adv_CVC+igt)=join('',@adj_stem1,'t');  
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Table 3.6: The algorithm of Word-Generator 
 

 

3.2.1.3 Phrase-Generator 
The output files of Word-Generator, after checking against the stoplist, were used as input 
files in Phrase-Generator. Examples of these input files consisting of unique nonsense words 
are shown in their entirety in appendix B. The subprogram ‘Select_words’ selected nonsense 
words from the input files consisting of substantives, adjectives, pronouns, adverbs, 
prepositions, articles, verbs e t c to serve as different clause constituents. Each word serving 
as a clause constituent was given an index. Rules 7-8 are examples of CV nonsense pronouns 
and Rule 9 of a CVC nonsense pronoun selected to serve as subjects. In Rule 7 (@subject_CV) 

is the resulting subject made of the first (which the [0] index indicates) nonsense word (‘ne’) in 
the list of CV nonsense pronouns (‘ne’, ‘ bu’, and ‘vu’). This CV subject of index [0] 
corresponded to ‘vi’ (Eng ‘we’) − one of the two CV subjects used in the ‘mini corpus’. Rule 
8 selects the CV nonsense pronoun (‘bu’) of index [1], corresponding to the other CV subject, 
‘du’ (Eng ‘you’), used in the ‘mini corpus’. In a similar way all the nonsense words needed as 
subjects, objects, predicates, attributes, adverbials e t c were indexed and selected from the 
lists of different categories of nonsense words.     
 
 
Rule 7: 
@subject_CV=$pron_CV[0];   
 
Rule 8: 
@subject_CV2=$pron_CV[1];  
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The next step in Phrase-Generator was to make phrases out of all the indexed nonsense words. 
These context-free phrase rules, corresponding to syntax of about 100 phrases in the ‘mini-
corpus’, were described in the subprogram ‘Syntax’. Phrases (@Bf25) and (@Bfu25_1) below 
are examples of syntax corresponding to ‘den var väl söt?’ (Eng ‘It was cute, wasn’t it?’) and 
‘den var väl fin?’ (Eng ‘It was nice, wasn’t it?’). The names of the variables stand for utrum 
subject (‘den’−’ it’), predicate (‘var’ −’was’), adverbial CVC of index 3 (‘väl’ − ‘wasn’t it?’), 
attribute undefined of index 4 (‘söt’ −’cute’), and attribute undefined of index 8                    
(‘ fin’ −’nice’). Of course the names of the variables and numbers of index were arbitrary − but 
indexed variables were though necessary for keeping track of the words to be repeated. 
Similar kinds of context-free phrase rules were described for each nonsense phrase. The 
algorithm of Phrase-Generator (its input files, and the subprograms ‘Select_Words’ and 
‘Syntax’; context-free phrase rules) is shown in Table 3.7.     
 
 
(@Bf25)=(@subj_utr,@pred_was, @adv_CVC3, @attribute_undef4,’?’); 
 
 
(@Bfu25_1)=(@subj_utr,@pred_was,@adv_CVC3,@attribute_undef8,’?’);  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 3.7: The algorithm of Phrase-Generator 
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3.2.2 Structure of Input Language 
To test the influence of varying quantitative and qualitative aspects of IDS structure, different 
target-word frequencies and target-word positions were used. In each condition the nonsense 
target-words were embedded in nonsense phrases (all the words were nonsense). In Svensiska 
1 the target-words (one to be connected with a boy doll, the other with a girl doll) were 
presented occasionally (23 target-words out of 212 words). About half of the target-words 
were in phrase final position (11 times out of 23) and the other half in other than phrase final 
position (12 times out of 23). 22 of total 31 phrases in Svensiska 1 mentioned one of the two 
target-words (one of the phrases mentioning one of the target-words twice). In Svensiska 2 
and 3 the target-words (one to be connected with a boy doll, the other with a girl doll) were 
presented more frequently than in Svensiska 1 (34 target-words out of 197 words). The target-
words occurred in each phrase (34 out of 34 phrases), always in the in the phrase final position 
(34 times out of 34). In sum, the probability for a phrase to mention one of the two target-
words was higher in Svensiska 2 and 3 (1.0 in both cases) than in Svensiska 1 (0.71). As well 
was the probability for a word to be a target-word, higher within Svensiska 2 and 3 (0.17 in 
both cases) than within Svensiska 1 (0.11).  
 
Svensiska 1 contained contextual information (9 phrases not mentioning either one of the 
target-words) according to the original IDS structure and is therefore called ‘natural’ structure. 
In Svensiska 2 and 3 contextual information − the original phrases not mentioning a target-
word − was excluded (hence ‘repetitive’ structure). Svensiska 3 was designed as a ‘control’ 
film to check for sequence influence of the visual objects − Svensiska 2 and 3 differed 
referring to presentation order of the dolls. Svensiska 2 first presents the girl doll, whereas 
Svensiska 3 starts with a presentation of the boy doll. Target-word presentation frequencies 
and different target-word phrase positions in Svensiska 1, 2 and 3 are seen in Table 3.8. 
 
Table 3.8. Target-word presentation frequencies and target-word phrase positions in the different test 
conditions. The figures presented stand for − Contextual information column: number of phrases not mentioning 
one of the target-words / total number of phrases, Target-word presentation frequency column: number of target-
words presented / total number of words, and Target-word presentation position column: number of target-words 
in phrase final or other position / total number of target-words (in Svensiska 1 one of the phrases mentioned one 
of the target-words twice). 

Contextual Target-word Target-word
Test condition information presentation frequency presentation position
Svensiska 1 'natural' structure included (9/31) occasional (23/212) phrase final (11/23) or other (12/23)
Svensiska 2 'repetitive' structure excluded (0/34) in each phrase (34/197) always phrase final (34/34)
Svensiska 3 'control' film excluded (0/34) in each phrase (34/197) always phrase final (34/34)

 

3.2.3 Components of Visual Input 
Each film, of 3 minutes, was composed of four parts. The initial part (part a) starts with a 
picture of a sun (a reference picture to figure out the position of infant’s eyes when looking at 
an object straight ahead) and continues with a sequence showing a boy and a girl doll next to 
each other in one frame. The audio of this initial part (part a) is silent.  
 
Part b starts an individual object presentation by showing one of the dolls and to it 
corresponding declarative, interrogative or imperative phrases (of the kind: ‘This is XXX’,  
‘Do you want to play with XXX?’, ‘ Take the XXX’ − where XXX stands for the target-word 
referring to an object). Part c continues with the individual presentation by showing the 
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second doll and its audio (phrases of same type as in b).  
 
The final part (part d) shows the both dolls next to each other in one frame (just like in part a). 
The audio for part d is made of questions like ‘Have you seen XXX?’, ‘Is it a nice XXX?’ − 
where XXX stands for the target-word referring to the object shown in part b (the first doll 
individually presented). The audio files consisting of the actually used nonsense phrases, 
analogue to these examples, are shown in full entirety in appendix C (Svensiska 1) and 
Appendix D (Svensiska 2 and 3).  
 
The visual components of Svensiska 1, 2 and 3 are shown in Table 3.9. Each frame (picture) 
corresponds to 10 seconds in real time, giving the following durations: part a 30s (10+20s), 
part b 60s, part c 60s, and part d 30s. For the sake of demonstration the two objects shown 
next to each other in part a) and part d) are put in two layers: the upper object is the one 
shown to the left and the lower object is the one shown to the right. 
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Table 3.9: The visual components of Svensiska 1, 2 and 3.  
 
Film: Svensiska 1 

 
           Part a               Part b                                        Part c                                        Part d 
             Sun + Boy|Girl  Girl                   Boy                                           Girl|Boy 
 
 
Film: Svensiska 2 

 
             Part a               Part b                                        Part c                                        Part d 
             Sun + Boy|Girl  Girl                   Boy                                           Boy|Girl 
 
 
Film: Svensiska 3 

 
             Part a               Part b                                        Part c                                        Part d 
             Sun + Boy|Girl  Boy                   Girl                                           Boy|Girl 

3.3 Procedure 
Three different methods are generally used to test infant perception: the Head Turn 
Procedure, the High Amplitude Sucking Procedure (HAS), and the Preferential Listening 
Procedure. The Head Turn Procedure is used to test six to twelve months old infants’ 
discrimination capacities. The infant is presented repetitions of a background stimulus coming 
from a loudspeaker on one side of the infant. At irregular intervals this background stimulus is 
changed for a while and another stimulus (the contrasting stimulus) is presented a few times. 
In the initial training phase a visual reinforcer is presented simultaneously with the auditory 
change so that the infant learns to associate the visual reinforcer with the change of stimulus. 
In the test phase, the visual reinforcer is presented only after a correct head turn, i e a head 
turn caused by the presentation of the contrasting stimulus (Jusczyk, 1997). 
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With younger infants the HAS procedure, which is based on the fact that the presentation of a 
new stimulus leads to increased sucking behaviour of the infant, is used. HAS includes two 
test phases: a pre-shift phase, and a post-shift phase. In the pre-shift phase the infant listens to 
the repeated presentation of a stimulus. Sucking behaviour is registered through a wired 
pacifier. After several presentations the infant gets habituated to the stimulus and sucking rate 
declines to a baseline. At that moment a new stimulus is presented. If the infant hears the 
difference between the new and the old stimulus, the sucking rate will increase again 
(Jusczyk, 1997). 
 
Anne Fernald (1985) originally designed the Preferential Listening Procedure. This procedure 
can be used to test infants in different ages, usually between five and fifteen months. In this 
procedure, the infant is seated on the parent’s lap. A green light in the front of the infant draws 
the infant’s attention towards the middle. Two red lights, placed above two loudspeakers on 
the right side and left side of the infant start to blink simultaneously, and the green light is 
extinguished. When the infant orients towards one of the red lights, one of two versions of 
speech stimuli associated with that light starts to play. An observer registers how long the 
infant orients towards the right or the left side. Differences in the infant’s fixation time give 
information about stimulus preference.  
 
Another version of Preferential Listening Procedure to test infant perception is the one used in 
the current study: ‘Visual Preference Procedure’. Just like in the Preferential Listening 
Procedure the infant is seated on the parent’s lap. A television monitor shows a film of 3 
minutes and plays the audio corresponding to the objects in the film. A video camera above 
the television monitor records the infant watching the film. The parent is wearing headphones 
(listening to music) through the whole procedure to avoid unconscious influence (point to 
which object to look at) of looking behaviour of the infant. The experimenter, located in next 
door, is able to through a monitor connected to the video camera look at the section taped. 
Knowing how the experiment is going on gives an opportunity for the experiment leader to 
give instructions to the parent (e g if the infant is moving away from camera focus) through a 
microphone connected to the headphones of the parent.  

3.3.1 Analysis of looking behaviour 
The main purpose of video recording the infants participating in the experiment was to be able 
to analyse their looking behaviour through all different parts of the film in more objective way 
than on-line analysis would have allowed. The parts of the film in which only one object was 
shown at the time − the sun in part a, and exposure to the girl or boy alone in part b or c − the 
looking behaviour of the infant was analysed in milliseconds as looking ‘front’ or ‘off’. The 
parts of the film in which two objects were shown next to each other in one frame − the boy 
and the girl doll in part a, and the boy and the girl doll in part d − the looking behaviour of the 
infant was analysed in milliseconds as looking ‘front’, ‘ off’, ‘ right’ or ‘ left’. These analysis of 
looking behaviour were used as measures of initial preference for one of the visual objects 
(part a), duration of exposure to one object/ corresponding audio at a time (part b and c), and 
sensitivity of the infant to make an association between the target-word and the corresponding 
visual object after exposure (part d).      
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4. Results 

4.1 Summary Statistics 
The distribution of obtained values in this study is of score values (ratio data). Before 
proceeding with inferential analysis of the results, the characteristics of the distribution of data 
are ascertained to provide the overall pattern of the results. Information of the distribution is 
provided through tabular (Table 4.1 - 4.4) presentation, and through descriptions of central 
tendency and measures of variability.   

4.1.1 Central Tendency 
To figure out average values for distribution three measures of Central tendency were 
calculated − the mean, the mode, and the median. The mean (arithmetic average) looking 
behaviour at the correct object in the three different test conditions were 9.13s for 
Svensiska 1, 10.05s for Svensiska 2 and 8.72s for Svensiska 3. The most frequent scores 
(mode/s) of looking behaviour at the correct object were 8-11s for Svensiska 1, 4-7s and 12-
15s for Svensiska 2, and 4-7s and 12-15s for Svensiska 3. The two modes of looking 
behaviour at the correct object for Svensiska 2 and 3 indicate bimodal shape of distribution, 
typical for ratio data. Median (the middle most score) which gives the point of distribution 
that separates the upper half of the data from the lower half was: 8.86s for Svensiska 1, 9.42s 
for Svensiska 2, and 8.12s for Svensiska 3. The mean looking behaviour at the correct object 
in each test condition being slightly higher than the median indicate a tendency of positively 
skewed distribution around these measures of central tendency. 
 
Table 4.1: Measures of Central Tendency and conversion of raw data from Svensiska 1, 2 and 3 into frequency 
table using grouped data. The raw scores and grouped scores are calculated in seconds on looking behaviour at 
the correct object (in part d). 

 
 
  Measures of Central Tendency −−−− Correct object 
  
  Svensiska 1  Svensiska 2  Svensiska 3  
  
 Mean =   200.76 = 9.13            Mean = 201.04 = 10.05 Mean = 174.4 = 8.72 
                  22                   20                 20 
  Mode1 = 8-11                           Modes2 = 4-7 and 12-15 Modes2 = 4-7 and 12-15  
  Median = 8.86  Median = 9.42  Median = 8.12 
  
1 the most frequently occurring grouped score, 2 two most frequently occurring grouped scores 
 
The mean looking behaviour at the incorrect object in the three different test conditions were: 
10.11s for Svensiska 1, 8.08s for Svensiska 2 and 7.39s for Svensiska 3. The mode/s of 
looking behaviour at the incorrect object were: 8-11s and 12-15s for Svensiska 1, 0-3s for 

Raw scores - Correct object Grouped sv1 sv2 sv3

Svensiska 1 Svensiska 2 Svensiska 3 Scores f f f

0 3.24 4.04 4.4 1.48 2.12 3.04 4.64 0.96 2.4 4.08 5.04 0-3 2 3 2
5.76 6.2 6.4 6.88 5.04 5.34 6.32 6.4 5.32 6.12 6.16 7.16 4-7 7 6 7
7.4 8.2 8.36 9.36 7.22 7.96 10.88 11.64 7.4 7.56 8.68 8.92 8-11 8 2 4

10.32 10.36 10.72 10.96 13.64 14.2 14.74 15.48 10.08 11.56 11.96 12.08 12-15 2 5 6
11.2 12.72 13.2 16.64 16.76 17.22 17.92 19.0 12.2 13.2 15.36 18.16 16-19 3 4 1
16.8 17.6 N 22 N 20 N20
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Svensiska 2, and 4-7s for Svensiska 3. The median of looking behaviour at the incorrect 
object was: 10.22s for Svensiska 1, 7.69s for Svensiska 2, and 6.18s for Svensiska 3. In 
Svensiska 1 the mean compared with the median (10.11<10.22) of looking behaviour at the 
incorrect object and the modes of looking behaviour at the incorrect object (clustered in-
between 8-15s) indicate a tendency of negatively skewed distribution. In Svensiska 2 and 3 
the mean compared with the median (8.08>7.69 and 7.39>6.18) of looking behaviour at the 
incorrect object and the modes of looking behaviour at the incorrect object (clustered in-
between 0-7s) indicate a tendency of positively skewed distribution. 
 
Table 4.2: The raw scores and grouped scores are calculated in seconds on looking behaviour at the incorrect 
object (in part d). 

 
 
  Measures of Central Tendency −−−− Incorrect object 
  
  Svensiska 1  Svensiska 2  Svensiska 3  
 
  Mean =  222.32 = 10.11           Mean = 161.56 = 8.08 Mean = 147.88 = 7.39 
                  22                   20                  20 
  Modes2 =  8-11 and 12-15 Mode1 = 0-3  Mode1 = 4-7   
  Median = 10.22 Median = 7.69                   Median = 6.18 
 
 1 the most frequently occurring grouped score, 2 two most frequently occurring grouped scores 
 
Comparison of individual results in the different test conditions: 
9 of the 22 informants in Svensiska 1 had longer orientation times at the correct object (11 
had longer orientation times at the incorrect object, and 2 had exactly the same score at the 
correct and the incorrect object), 16 of the 20 informants in Svensiska 2 had longer orientation 
times at the correct object, and 12 of the 20 informants in Svensiska 3 had longer orientation 
times at the correct object. In each test condition the score of longest orientation time at the 
correct object was higher than the score of longest orientation time at the incorrect object 
(17.6>16.44, 19>17.04, and 18.16>13.84). 
 
Comparison of mean results within the different test conditions:  
The mean looking behaviour at the correct object in Svensiska 1 is not markedly lower than 
the mean looking behaviour at the incorrect object within the same condition, and the means 
of looking behaviour at the correct object in Svensiska 2 and 3 are not markedly higher than 
the mean looking behaviour at the incorrect object within these conditions.  
 
Comparison of mean results between the different test conditions:  
The mean looking behaviour at the correct object in Svensiska 2 is not markedly higher than 
the mean looking behaviour at the correct object in Svensiska 1, the mean looking behaviour 
at the correct object in Svensiska 3 is not markedly lower than the mean looking behaviour at 

Raw scores - Incorrect object Grouped sv1 sv2 sv3

Svensiska 1 Svensiska 2 Svensiska 3 Scores f f f

0 3 6.08 6.12 1.04 2.08 2.48 2.58 1.16 2.32 3.48 4.56 0-3 2 6 3
6.6 7.28 8.2 8.44 2.64 2.84 3.76 5.64 4.6 4.72 5 5.04 4-7 4 4 9
8.6 9.76 10 10.44 5.64 6.96 8.42 8.56 5.44 6.16 6.2 6.72 8-11 7 4 4

10.92 11.84 11.84 12.68 9.8 10.20 12.56 12.96 9.04 9.72 10.72 11.4 12-15 7 3 4
13.04 14.56 15.12 15.12 15.04 15.52 15.8 17.04 12.16 12.16 13.44 13.84 16-19 2 3 0
16.24 16.44 N 22 N 20 N20
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the correct object in Svensiska 1, and finally the mean looking behaviour at the incorrect 
object in Svensiska 2 and 3 are not markedly lower than the mean looking behaviour at the 
incorrect object in Svensiska 1.    

4.1.2 Measures of Variability 
To characterise the dispersion of the values represented by the distribution, three measures of 
variability were calculated: the range, the standard deviation (SD) and the semi-interquartile 
range (Q). These measures of variability on looking behaviour at the correct object are shown 
in Table 4.3. The range of looking behaviour at the correct object in the different test 
conditions were 17.6s in Svensiska 1, 17.52s in Svensiska 2, and 17.20s in Svensiska 3. The 
average amount by which all of the scores deviate from the mean of the distribution (SD) was: 
4.54s Svensiska 1, 5.74s Svensiska 2, and 4.37s Svensiska 3. These standard deviations, about 
one-fourth as large as the range in all the cases, indicate that the scores in the distribution did 
not spread out from the mean very much. Since the measures of central tendency for looking 
behaviour at the correct object (9.13>8.86, 10.05>9.4, and 8.72>8.12) indicated a tendency of 
positively skewed distributions − also the semi-interquartile range was calculated for the 
different test conditions: 2.75s Svensiska 1, 5.09s Svensiska 2, and 3.27s Svensiska 3. The SD 
values are about one-and-one-half times as large as Q values, but the SD and Q values being 
relatively high resulted in platykurtic (a flattened curve) distributions indicating 
heterogeneous groups in each test condition. To be exact, the values in the distribution were 
arranged on either side of the mean as follows: in Svensiska 1 23%, in Svensiska 2 5%, and in 
Svensiska 3 25% of the data fell within plus-or-minus 1 SD of the mean, in Svensiska 1 45%, 
in Svensiska 2 15%, and in Svensiska 3 40% of the cases fell within plus-or-minus 2 SDs of 
the mean, and in Svensiska 1 59%, in Svensiska 2 25%, and in Svensiska 3 65 % of the cases 
fell within plus-or-minus 3 SDs of the mean (compare normal distribution 68%, 95%, and 
99%).  
 
Table 4.3: Measures of Variability in seconds on looking behaviour at the correct object in                 
Svensiska 1, 2 and 3.    
 
 Measures of Variability −−−− Correct object 
  
  Range          Standard deviation (SD) Semi-interquartile range (Q)  
  
 Svensiska 1 0-17.6           4.54  2.75     
 Svensiska 2 1.48-19.0           5.74  5.09   
 Svensiska 3 0.96-18.16           4.37  3.27 
 
 
The range of looking behaviour at the incorrect object in the different test conditions were 
16.44s in Svensiska 1, 16.00s in Svensiska 2, and 12.68s in Svensiska 3. The SD for looking 
behaviour at the incorrect object were: 4.27s Svensiska 1, 5.29s Svensiska 2, and 3.84s 
Svensiska 3. The semi-interquartile range of looking behaviour at the incorrect object were: 
3.16s in Svensiska 1, 5.09s in Svensiska 2, and 3.3s in Svensiska 3. Just like the SDs of 
looking behaviour at the correct object, these standard deviations being about one-fourth as 
large as the range in all the cases indicate that the scores in the distribution did not spread out 
from the mean very much and even though the SD values are about one-and-one-half times as 
large as the Q values, the relatively high SD and Q values of looking behaviour at the 
incorrect object resulted in platykurtic distribution in each test condition. To be exact, the 
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values in the distribution were arranged on either side of the mean as follows: in Svensiska 1 
18%, in Svensiska 2 and 3 15% of the data fell within plus-or-minus 1 SD of the mean, in 
Svensiska 1 41%, in Svensiska 2 35%, and in Svensiska 3 40% of the cases fell within plus-
or-minus 2 SDs of the mean, and in Svensiska 1 55%, in Svensiska 2 35%, and in Svensiska 3 
60% of the cases fell within plus-or-minus 3 SDs of the mean. These measures of variability 
on looking behaviour at the incorrect are shown in Table 4.4. 
 
Table 4.4: Measures of Variability in seconds on looking behaviour at the incorrect object in              
Svensiska 1, 2 and 3.    
 
 Measures of Variability −−−− Incorrect object 
  
  Range Standard deviation (SD) Semi-interquartile range (Q)  
 
 Svensiska 1 0-16.44 4.27  3.16             
 Svensiska 2 1.04-17.04 5.29  5.09  
 Svensiska 3 1.16-13.84 3.84  3.3  

 

4.2 Inferential Analysis of Data 
The null hypothesis states that there are no differences within the sample of data on overall 
looking behaviour at the correct object in Svensiska 1, 2 and 3 (9.13s, 10.05s, 8.72s) and the 
looking behaviour at the incorrect object in Svensiska 1, 2, and 3 (10.11s, 8.02s, 7.39s). Since 
the means of looking behaviour at the correct, respectively at the incorrect object are about the 
same within Svensiska 1, 2 and 3, and given the standard errors of the mean involved, it 
would be plausible that the null hypothesis was true. However there are other variables − as 
looking behaviour at the correct object in relation to total time of exposure (exposure to part b 
and c), or looking behaviour at the correct object in relation to initial preference (exposure to 
the to-be-correct object in part a) − to consider. In other words there are comparisons of 
sample groups of data that might conclude that the groups of data between Svensiska 1, 2 and 
3 are in some aspect different. For inferential analysis of the data, the proportion of change in 
the looking behaviour at the correct object (in part d) relative to the looking behaviour at the 
to-be-correct object (in part a), was chosen to investigate. The purpose of this inferential 
analysis was to study whether the looking behaviour towards the correct object increased 
(indicating learning) as a consequence of exposure to the audio-video pairs.  
 
The first part of the inferential analysis is concerned with the looking behaviour of infants in 
part a, in Svensiska 1, 2 and 3, and the second part of the analysis is concerned with the 
looking behaviour of infants in part d, (after exposure to the objects in part b, and c) in 
Svensiska 1, 2 and 3. Results from the first part of inferential analysis are shown in Figure 4.5. 
The three different test conditions; Svensiska 1, 2 and 3 are indicated on the abscissa (X axis) 
and the values of the dependent variable; percentual orientation time at the to-be-correct 
object (Pre_time) of total time of exposure to part a (pre_left + pre_right) in Svensiska 1, 2 
and 3, are indicated on the ordinate (Y axis). The values indicate that the mean percentual 
orientation times at the to-be-correct object of total exposure to the objects in part a, were 
about the same in the different test conditions (equal initial preference). The informants 
percentual looking behaviour at the to-be-correct object of total time of exposure to part a, 
was about 55% in Svensiska 1 and about 50% in Svensiska 2 and 3 respectively.   
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Figure 4.5: Pre exposure: Orientation time at the to-be-correct object (Pre_time) of total time of exposure to 
part a (pre_left+pre_right) between Svensiska 1, 2 and 3. 
 
Results from the second part of the inferential analysis are shown in Figure 4.6. The three 
different test conditions; Svensiska 1, 2 and 3 are indicated on the abscissa and the values of 
the dependent variable; percentual orientation time at the correct object in part d 
(Correct_time) of total time of exposure to part d (left_time + right_time) in Svensiska 1, 2 
and 3 are indicated on the ordinate. The percentual mean looking behaviour at the correct 
object of total time of exposure to the objects in part d in Svensiska 1 is less than 50% (about 
47,5%), and in Svensiska 2 and 3 more than 50% (about 57,5% respectively 55%).  

Figure 4.6: Post exposure: Orientation time at the correct object in part d (Correct_time) of total time of 
exposure to part d (left_time + right_time) between Svensiska 1, 2 and 3. 
 

 

1 since one of the informants had no exposure to part d, the number of informants in Svensiska 1 is N21 
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Another null hypothesis of interest states that there are no differences between the sample of 
subjects in Svensiska 1 and 2, and Svensiska 1 and 3 – looking behaviour at the correct object 
chosen as the dependent variable. Since the means of these groups of subjects are about the 
same (9.13s, 10.05s respectively 8.72s), and given the standard errors of the mean involved 
even this hypothesis would probably be true. To show the opposite figures corresponding to 
the inferential analysis of Svensiska 1, 2, and 3 − i e looking behaviour at the to-be-correct 
object within Pre exposure, in Svensiska 1, 2 and 3 and looking behaviour at the correct object 
within Post exposure, in Svensiska 1, 2 and 3 − were compared between each test condition. 
Results from this comparison are shown in Figure 4.7. The three different test conditions 
Svensiska 1, 2 and 3, are indicated on the abscissa. The value of the dependent variable; 
proportional change of looking behaviour from Pre exposure (percentual exposure to to-be-
correct object of total exposure to part a) to Post exposure (percentual orientation time at the 
correct object of total exposure to part d) within Svensiska 1, 2 and 3 are indicated on the 
ordinate. Within Svensiska 1 the duration of Post exposure decreases compared to the time of 
Pre exposure (about 55%>47.5%), within Svensiska 2 and within Svensiska 3 the duration of 
Post exposure increases compared to the time of Pre exposure (about 50%<57.5% respectively 
about 50%<55%). An ANOVA revealed significant difference among the set of group means, 
(F = 4.091; df = 2/58; p<0.022), indicating that the variance between Svensiska 1, 2 and 3, is 
significantly higher than the variance within each of the groups (Table 4.1). The variance 
between the groups can be thought of as the variance of the group means around the grand 
mean of all the scores.  

 
Figure 4.7:  
Proportional change of looking preferences (from Pre exposure to Post exposure) within Svensiska 1, 2 and 3.   
 
The looking behaviour at the correct object in relation to initial preference of the to-be-correct 
object was also compared referring to the variability in speech sample. Results from this 
comparison are shown in Figure 4.8. X-axis: In Svensiska 1 the variability in the ‘natural 
structure’ is high, and in Svensiska 2 and 3 (N40) the variability in the ‘repetitive structure’ is 
low. Y-axis: Pre exposure; percentual orientation time at the to-be-correct object of total time 
of exposure to part a, and Post exposure; percentual orientation time at the correct object of 
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total time of exposure to part d. The informants in the high variability condition (Svensiska 1) 
show proportionally decreased mean orientation time at the correct object in part d, and the 
informants in the low variability condition (Svensiska 2 and 3) show proportionally increased 
mean orientation time at the correct object in part d. An ANOVA revealed significant 
difference among the set of group means (F= 7.749; df = 1/49; p<0.007), indicating that the 
variance between the high variability and low variability condition is significantly higher than 
the variance within either one of the groups (Table 4.2).  

 
Figure 4.8: Proportional change of looking preferences (from Pre exposure to Post exposure) per high 
respectively low variability in speech sample. 

 
 
Table 4.1: A summary table for one-way ANOVA: the variance between Svensiska 1, 2, and 3 is significantly 
higher than the variance within each of the groups.   

 
Table 4.2: A summary table for one way ANOVA: the variance between high and low variability condition is 
significantly higher than the variance within one of the conditions. 
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5. Discussion 
The aim of this discussion is to relate conclusions drawn from the data to the research 
problems of infant speech perception, to the method used, and to the results found, and set the 
stage for further discussion of the limitations imposed by the current method. Remarks 
concerning the subjects, the materials, and the procedures employed and how they may have 
limited the conclusions drawn are discussed. 
 
Due to largely divergent structures of input language in Svensiska 1 (high variability 
structure) and Svensiska 2 and 3 (low variability structure) one might expect even bigger 
differences in mean orientation times at the correct object. The mean orientation times at the 
incorrect object were in line with the hypothesis that ‘natural structure’, containing lots of 
context-dependent information, might cause an erroneous association to the incorrect object, 
and that ‘repetitive’ structure (target-word present in each phrase in phrase final position) 
might facilitate an association to the correct object. As expected individual results in the 
different test conditions showed that less than half of the informants (9 of 22) in Svensiska 1 
had longer orientation times at the correct object, and that majority of the informants in 
Svensiska 2 and 3 (16 of 20, and 12 of 20) had longer orientation times at the correct object. 
 
Parametric statistics are commonly based on following assumptions: 1) the population 
parameter should be normally distributed, 2) the level of measurement of the parameter should 
be interval or ratio, 3) the variances of data in the different distributions should be about the 
same, and 4) the samples should be fairly large (Ventry & Schiavetti, 1986). Two of these 
assumptions (2 and 3) were met in summary statistics (looking behaviour at the correct object 
chosen as dependent variable), but due to samples not large enough (22N/N21, 20N, and 20N) 
the normality assumption can not be assessed. The robustness of ANOVA gives though good 
reason to believe that the inferences made, about proportional change of looking behaviour at 
the correct object from looking behaviour at the to-be-correct object, are reliable.  
 
As expected, differences between the sample of data on looking behaviour at the to-be-correct 
object and looking behaviour at the correct object in Svensiska 1, 2, and 3 were found. The 
first part of the inferential analysis (Svensiska 1, 2, and 3 within Pre exposure) showed that in 
all conditions the percentual looking behaviour at the to-be-correct object of total exposure to 
the objects in part a, was about the same (50-55%). The second part of the inferential analysis 
(Svensiska 1, 2 and 3 within Post exposure) showed that the proportional mean looking 
behaviour at the correct object of total time of exposure to the objects in part d was low in 
Svensiska 1, and high in Svensiska 2 and 3 (less than 50%, and more than 50%).         
 
Referring to Pre exposure and Post exposure within Svensiska 1, 2 and 3: the looking 
behaviour of infants through a film changed from initial preference to an association made 
/not made. In Svensiska 1 (indicating no association made) the duration of Post exposure 
(after exposure to part b and c) decreased compared to Pre exposure (before exposure to part b 
and c), and in Svensiska 2 and 3 (indicating associative learning), the duration of Post 
exposure increased compared with Pre exposure (55%>47.5%, 50%<57.5%, respectively 
50%<55%). Also the hypothesis that inferential comparison of sample groups of data between 
Svensiska 1, 2 and 3, per condition and per variability in speech sample might reveal 
differences, was met. Significant difference among the set of group means was found i) per 
condition − the variance between Svensiska 1, 2 and 3, was significantly higher than the 
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variance within each of the groups, and ii) per variability in speech sample − the variance 
between the high variability condition (Svensiska 1) and low variability condition (Svensiska 
2 and 3) was significantly higher than the variance within one of the groups.  
 
An inherent problem in establishing the validity of ‘natural’ test material stems from the fact 
that the more the input language shares the characteristics of natural, ambient-like language, 
the more it varies. It should be pointed out that the materials employed may have limited the 
conclusions drawn in following ways: i) The advantage of input language being naturally 
produced (read aloud by a human speaker) is that one can be sure that the stimuli used are 
perceived as real speech, indicating statistical relationships between linguistic stimuli. The 
disadvantage of natural speech as test material (which would not have been the case for 
synthetically produced stimuli) is that natural speech also provides some other, less easily 
controlled, clues about target-words, such as pauses and stress differences. ii) Among 
monologues recorded in laboratory one can distinguish prepared from spontaneous. Prepared 
monologue is usually a single person’s speech produced in a specific speaking style, at a 
particular vocal effort and fixed tempo and from a list of test items, chosen by the 
experimenter. In this paper I was interested in the spontaneous monologue − as being close to 
unplanned conversation. My aim was that the mini-corpus − despite recorded 
unsurreptitiously (the participant did know that the monologue was being recorded), due to the 
fact that it was not being read from a script and therefore allowed for improvisation − would 
reflect the ‘real’ characteristics of IDS. But, a recording made outside the laboratory might 
have reflected the ‘real’ characteristics of IDS even more. iii) A larger corpus (several 
recordings of different mothers) of IDS compared with the mini-corpus recorded might have 
given other ‘weights’ of phonemes for each word category. Another way in which the mini-
corpus did not reflect the real phonotactics of Swedish IDS is that no consideration was given 
to the transitional probabilities between phonemes.  
 
Random assignment of informants to different test conditions is probably the best way of 
minimising the effects of subject-selection threat. However the informants in this study may 
have limited the conclusions drawn in following ways: i) Referring the age of informants: the 
informants randomly assigned to Svensiska 3 were about two months younger (mean 
11months + 11days) compared with the informants in Svensiska 1 (mean 13months + 8days), 
respectively in Svensiska 2 (mean 13months - 9days). ii) Referring the experience of 
informants: merely taking a test may effect scores achieved on subsequent test due to the 
practice afforded by the first test, familiarity with the test items or format, reduction of test 
anxiety and so on. Some informants participated in several test conditions, some of them 
participated first in the ‘natural condition’ and then in the ‘manipulated condition’, some the 
other way around. The possible learning effects from previous test conditions were not 
considered when comparing the scores. 
 
Finally comments on threat to internal validity referring to the procedure used in this study: i) 
To minimise experimenter expectancies, which of course may influence the outcome of 
research results, two observers did the analysis of looking behaviour (recorded on videotape). 
Half of the informants participated in this study were analysed by an observer who performed 
‘blind’ analysis; the observer did not know the test condition assignment of the infants 
analysed. The other half of the informants participated were analysed by an observer who 
knew the test condition assignment of the infants analysed. Since the measures of looking 
behaviour by these two observers were in all essential aspects the same, the threat of 
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experimenter expectancies was considered to be insignificant. ii) To say something about the 
infants capability of taking advantage of grammar a more proper way to investigate it would 
of course be through manipulation of the degree of grammaticality. 
 

6. Summary and Conclusions 
The first issue discussed in chapter 1 (1.1 Why it Makes Sense to Study Infants) was whether 
it makes sense to study infants. Doubts about it commonly rise a question of the type: What if 
infants thoughts and conceptions are different from grown-ups and their learning mechanisms 
work completely ‘infant way’? To remove doubts I presented some ideas of Minsky: to be 
able to represent situations faced every intelligent being must develop symbol-systems for 
representing objects, causes, and goals. Certain very special ideas are encountered because 
these particular ideas are much simpler than other ideas with similar uses. These simple ideas 
seem to come into our minds in accordance with the Sparseness Principle (when two simple 
processes have products which are similar, those products are likely to be identical), as though 
they need no prior experience or evidence. Referring to languages, Minsky said, these simple 
principles (e g aspects of our language-grammar forms, such as agent-cause postulation) are 
inescapable. Consequently, Minsky said, our problem solving schemes are not arbitrary − and 
this applies to language acquisition mechanisms of infants too.  
 
As a starting point for the selective history of research (1.2.1 The Perceptual Constancy 
Problem), classical answers to the perceptual constancy problem were discussed. To conclude: 
Not adapting nativism of UG the perceptual constancy is not a function of innately given 
mental categories. In accordance with the basic premise of Direct Realist position the stimulus 
is not inherently ambiguous, which makes the cognition nonanalytic. Nonanalytic cognition, 
according to the Exemplar-based models, indicates that the speed of processing is determined 
by the time taken for the signal to interact with the memory contents. Emphasised by 
associationists (or followers to the school of behaviourism or connectionism) perceptual 
categories are learned through association − learning is about picking statistical patterns 
among events and generalising them to similar events. Stated by Exemplar-based models no 
canonical units are perceived during the process of speech perception and following that no 
speaker normalisation process from context-dependent speech sounds to an intermediate level 
of phonemes or phonetic segments is necessary. Instead the explicit categories of phonemes 
are replaced by context embedded behavioural units. And finally, the role of variability is to 
offer valuable information that is used by the listener. 
 
Recent speech segmentation work has focused on identifying the speech cues which infants 
rely upon in order to identify where one word ends and the next begins. Research focused on 
statistics and algebraic rules as potential sources of information that listeners use in word 
segmentation were discussed in section 1.2.3 (Statistical versus Algebraic Rules). The ideas of 
speech sounds (and other parts of language) considered, as emergent properties of a self-
organising system are testable by computer models. In the section of Simple Recurrent 
Network Simulation (1.2.4) some viewpoints on network illustrations of experience-
dependent learning mechanisms were presented. In the section dealing with acquisition of 
syntax (1.2.5) it was suggested that both experience-independent and experience-dependent 
mechanisms are required for the acquisition of language and that learning (listening 
experience) might play a primary role in the acquisition of words, phonological structure of a 
language, and learning grammar.  
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Earlier research in the neurobiology of learning and in neural network modelling has focused 
on simple associative learning mechanisms, such as perception of consonantal contrasts, 
whose functions already are recognisable to associationist. These studies have shown that 
infants have particular perceptual capacities at the beginning of life. The general aim of the 
present study was to explore how babies manage to extract and associate novel target-words to 
novel objects. The main reason for choosing this presentation of problem was to find out 
something about experience-dependent mechanisms required for the acquisition of language, 
and more specifically about the role of learning through listening experience in the acquisition 
of words and syntax. Furthermore it was assumed that listeners perceptual cumulative 
experience make the units of perception in interaction with lawfully structured variability in 
form of general biological preconditions, not necessarily specialised for language.  
 
Results showed that the percentual mean looking behaviour at the correct object in Svensiska 
2 and 3 changed in ‘right’ direction (longer Post exposure than Pre exposure) compared with 
Svensiska 1 (shorter Post exposure than Pre exposure). Or stated as variability in speech 
sample, the informants in the high variability condition showed proportionally decreased 
mean orientation time at the correct object, and the informants in the low variability condition 
showed proportionally increased mean orientation time at the correct object. These results 
lend support to the hypothesis that the effects of manipulating the target-word phrase position 
and the target-word frequency of the ambient-like language in Svensiska 2 and 3 reveal 
reliable structure from the associative learning point of view.  
 
What can with certainty be said about the associative learning taken place in this experimental 
situation? Instead of solid conclusions, let me speculate about the nature of phenomena: 
Earlier studies have raised the possibility that infants possess experience-dependent 
(statistical) mechanisms that are powerful enough to support word segmentation. In this study 
the naturally produced (read aloud by a human speaker) input language − which contained 
pauses, intonational patterns, and supplemented the statistics inherent in the structure of 
phrases – may have been perceived as real speech by the infants. In natural settings infants 
presumably benefit these other cues correlated with statistical information when learning 
different aspects of language, e g grammar. We have been successful in our simulation of the 
assumed learning situation in which the infant starts to structure the ambient nonsense 
language. The novel material made sure that the type of associative learning captured was 
only due to the short exposure to acoustic signal (target-words) correlated to visual 
information in this experimental situation. Relevant multidimensional correlations between 
target-words and the co-occurring visual objects were provided by the structure of Svensiska 
2, and 3, but not by Svensiska 1. The nonsense phrases of Svensiska 2 and 3 managed to 
‘explain’ the visual objects just like semantically meaningful phrases do. The infants were 
able to take advantage of grammar − they were capable of recognising stems of words as 
embedded words in derivated, inflected, and compounded words.  
 
A structure that is sensitive enough in detecting preferences in the child’s behaviour is a 
prerequisite for NN modelling and algorithmic accounts of how infants go about perceptually 
decoding speech. Consequently indications that we have been successful in developing 
reliable structure opens up possibilities for future investigations on how listeners cumulative 
perceptual experience effects development of words, grammatical entities and rules at the 
dawn of language learning. 
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Appendix A: Input files of Word-Generator 
1 subs_onset: 
m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m s s s h h h h h n n n n n n n n n n n n 
n n n k k k k k k b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b f s s s s s s s s s t t t   
2 adj_onset_CVC: 
f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f  f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f sk sk sk sk sk s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s k k r r r r r r r g 
g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g gr gr bl bl bl 
3 adj_onset_CVC+ig: 
k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk 
sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk r r r r r r r m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m  
4 adv_onset_CVC: 
h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h m m m m m m m v v v v v v v v 
v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v d d d d d d d n n n n  
5 adv_onset_CVCV: 
l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l  l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l  b b b b b b b b b 
m m m m m m m m m m m m m m  
6 verb_onset: 
l l l l l l l l l k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h 
h h p p p p p kr kr kr kr kr skr g g g g s s pr pr pr pr  
7 verb_onset_CVC: 
g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s 
s k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k  
8 auxiliary_onset: 
s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f  f 
f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f   
9 pron_onset_CV: 
v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d b b b b b b b b b b b b b b 
b b b b b b b b b b b n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n   
10 pron_onset_CVC: 
j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d m m m m m m m m m m m m m 
m m s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s h h h h    
11 interj_onset: 
s s s s s s s s s s b b b b b b b b b b j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j v v  v v v d 
d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d n n n n   
12 subs_med: 
r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r v v v v v v v mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm ll ll ll 
ll ll ll ll ll ll ll ll ll ll ll ll ll ll ll ll ll ll ll ll ll g g g g g g g g g g l l l l l l l l l l 
13 adv_cons2_CVCV: 
t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t r r r r r r r r r r r r r 
r r r r r r r r r r  
14 adv_med_VCCV: 
nt 
15 verb_med: 
ll ll ll ll ll ll ll ll ll ll ll ll ll ll ll mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm tt tt tt tt tt tt tt tt tt tt tt tt 
tt tt pp pp pp pp pp pp pp pp pp pp pp pp pp pp nn nn nn nn nn nn nn nn nn nn nn nn nn nn ss ss ss ss ss ss ss ss ss ss ss 
ss ss ss ck ck ck ck ck ck ck ck ck ck ck ck ck ck  
16 subs_offset_CVC: 
k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k r r r r rg rg rg rg l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l  l l l l 
l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l  
17 subs_offset_CVCVC: 
t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t d d d d d d d d 
d d d d d d d d d d d d d  
18 adj_offset_CVC: 
n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n t t t t t t t t t t t t t t l l l l l 
l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l g g g d d d d d d d nk nk 
19 adj_offset_CVC+ig: 
nst nst nst nst nst nst nst nst nst nst nst nst nst nst nst nst nst nst nst nst nst nst nst nst nst nst nst nst nst nst nst nst nst nst 
nst nst nst nst nst nst j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j l l l l l l l s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s 
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20 adv_offset_CVC: 
r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l  l l l l l l l 
l l l l l l d d d d d d d d d d   
21 prep_offset_VC: 
t t t t t t t t t t m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m 
m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m 
m m m m m m m m  
22 adv_onset_VCCV: 
i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i  i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e 
e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e 
23 subs_vow1_CVC: 
a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä o o o o o o o o o o o o i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i  
i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i   
24 subs_vow1_CVCV: 
a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a y y y y y y y y y y 
y y y y y y y y y u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u  
25 subs_vow1_CVCVC: 
a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i o o o o o o o o o o o o 
o o o o o o o o o u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u    
26 adj_vow1_CVC: 
i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i  i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i ö ö ö ö ö ö ö ö ö ö ö ö ö ö ö ö ö ö ö ö ö ö ö ö ö ö ö ö u u u u u 
u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u e e e a a  
27 adj_vow1_CVC+ig: 
o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 
o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y  
28 adv_vow1_CVC: 
ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä 
ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä e e e e e e e e e e e a a a a a a a  
29 adv_vow1_CVCV: 
i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i  i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i  a a a a a a a a a e e 
e e e e e e e e e e e e  
30 verb_vow1_CVC+suffix: 
e e e e e ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i ö ö ö ö ö ö ö ö ö å å å å å å å å å å å å å å å å å å u 
u u u u u u y y y y y y y a a a a a a a o o o o o      
31 pron_vow1_CVC: 
a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i o o o o o o o o 
o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o  
32 subs_vow2_CVCV: 
a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e 
e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e  
33 subs_vow2_CVCVC: 
o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e i i i i i i i i i i 
i i i i i i i i i i u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u   
34 adv_vow2_CVCV: 
e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e 
e e e e e e e e a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a  
35 adv_offset_VCCV: 
e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a i i i i 
i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i  i i i i 
36 pron_offset_CV: 
i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i  i i i i i i i u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u e e e e e e e e 
e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e  
37 interj_offset_CV: 
o o o o o o o o o o o å å å å å å å å å å å å å å å å å å å å å å å å å å ä ä ä ä a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a 
a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a   
38 adj_undef: 
ig 
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39 subs_sing_def: 
en  
40 subs_sing_def2: 
n 
41 subs_plu_undef: 
er ar or 
42 verb_suffix: 
ar er 
43 front_vow: 
i y e ä ö  
44 back_vow: 
a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a å å å å å å å å å å å å å å å å å å å å å å å å å  o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 
o o o o o o o o u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u  
45 voiced_nas_offset: 
g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g m m m m m m m 
m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n  
46 pron_onset_syllable: 
nå nå nå nå nå nå nå nå nå nå nå nå nå nå nå nå nå nå nå nå nå nå nå nå nå så så så så så så så så så så så så så så så må 
må må må må må må må må må må må må må må må må må må må få få få få få få få få få få få få få få få få få få få få 
vå vå vå vå vå vå vå vå vå vå vå vå vå vå vå vå vå vå vå vå  
47 pron_utr: 
gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen 
gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen 
gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen gen dan dan dan dan dan dan dan dan dan 
dan dan dan dan dan dan dan dan dan dan dan dan dan dan dan dan  
48 pron_neutr: 
got 
49 double_onset: 
sl sl sl sl sl sl sl sl sl sl sn sn sn sn sn sn sn sn sn sn st st st st st st st st st st sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk 
sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk 
sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk sk   
50 nas_offset: 
n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n m m m m m m m m m m m 
m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m  
51 vowel: 
a a a a a a a a a a a e e e e e e e e e e e i i i i i i i i i i i o o o o o o o o o o o u u u u u u u u u u u y y y y y y y y y y y å å å 
å å å å å å å å ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ä ö ö ö ö ö ö ö ö ö ö ö  
52 det_utr_onset: 
d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d  
b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b 
53 conj_offset: 
ch  
54 conj2_onset: 
m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d 
d d d d d d d d d d d d d n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n   
55 conj2_offset: 
n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n  
l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l  l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l  
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Appendix B: Input files of Phrase-Generator 
1 subs_sing_undef_CVC(C): 
mär marg kirg sirg bik kak nal hik hil bol bir fol mik nar nik hol nil nok mol mir nol nir hirg nirg bäk bäl mäl   
2 subs_sing_def_CVC(C): 
kirgen balen sirgen halen biken kaken kalen malen nalen filen hiken hilen bolen biren kilen folen miken naren   
3 subs_plu_undef_CVC(C): 
tälor haler malar nalar bakor kaler mirgor maler boker hiler birer milar hargar nilar saler bikor kiler narer miler 
niler nakor tilar sarer moker bolor siler sakor sokar tiler sirar mikor birgor sirer bälar sikor bäler molor m 
4 subs_plu_def_CVC(C): 
näkerna nälerna närarna kälorna balarna balerna halerna nakarna bikerna nalarna bilerna mirgorna nakerna 
hikerna hilerna birerna nilarna narerna nilerna molarna malorna tilarna bokorna mokerna bolorna tikerna  
5 subs_sing_undef_CVC(C)V: 
sulla sala byga mylle mare sulle mave nuga bale kyle mura maga mure muva hara myva myre nale bule muga tare 
myga muge myge hyre nyle hyve bamma kara male tyra bamme kava kare tuve kave sara hamme namma 
6 subs_sing_def_CVC(C)V: 
bumman balen baran bummen kullan bymmen bavan malan haran baven karan malen nalen sullan salan naran 
nummen nymman kavan bulan maren sullen nymmen naren kaven saran bulen maven buran taren tallan byran 
7 subs_plu_undef_CVC(C)V: 
nammer saller mallor bymmar barar kalar farar fymmar nalar kaler karar maler harer naler marar narar karer 
magor syllar nagor marer narer hummor kammar sarar buler maver syller mullor ballor sarer burer sammar 
8 subs_plu_def_CVC(C)V: 
syrarna bammerna nurorna nyllerna symmarna mallarna nyrorna mummorna bagarna mallerna nammerna bagerna 
bymmarna bararna nagarna fararna fymmarna barerna mullarna nalarna hararna mullerna harerna 
9 subs_sing_undef_CVC(C)VC: 
merad nemmit nommat bagot nered kired harat barit beret birat berud bigot nirid maret merat kavet neret milit 
mirud sommad murid berut nirit ferut hilut siret murat marut talut nallot sevit sivet mammot horot nogut norot 
10 subs_sing_def_CVC(C)VC: 
molleten nereden nommeten bariten bereten biraten beruden moraden baguten niriden holliden mammaten 
nereten niliten meloten beruten huraten moliten niriten feruten hiluten havuten kiroten taluten nalloten moriten 
11 subs_plu_undef_CVC(C)VC: 
baretar bummeter kelludor killotar beleter neridar mellutar bariter biretar bulatar biriter miredor helutar nereter 
salator tigiter beruter sulodar moretar tarodor koritar kirator boroter narutar mommatar nuleter nolator saroter 
12 subs_plu_def_CVC(C)VC: 
mammutorna kommuterna negedarna murotorna bigatarna helodarna mommutorna kelludorna killotarna 
magitarna mellutarna balleterna ballitarna billatarna nimmetorna kolletorna sarodarna megiterna beratorna 
13 adj_undef_(C)CVC(C): 
föd blil blin föl fön blul föt blun gröd gid gig gil kin git gun gut blöl sul fönk sun skun gög skut gink gön fid sink 
söl sön fen fud sköl sunk rig fug fit ril fink fun rin fut rul run grit rut  
14 adj_def_(C)CVC(C): 
guda fuga riga gita blina göna guta blöla bluna fida grita söna fuda fita göga rila föna futa rula fönka gina sköla   
15 adj_undef_(C)CVC(C/C)+ig: 
röjig kajig skänstig kejig måjig rajig kijig kilig kanstig rejig rijig kenstig kånstig månstig skösig kinstig kujig  
16 adj_def_(C)CVC(C/C)+ig: 
skanstiga skenstiga skånstiga rösiga skinstiga rajiga kasiga kanstiga rejiga käsiga skonstiga kåsiga kesiga rijiga 
kenstiga kånstiga mänstiga skunstiga kinstiga skynstiga röjiga skiliga kusiga kösiga kunstiga kajiga kysiga 
17 adv_CVC: 
vär väd mel mar mär vel ver nar häj häd her  
18 adv_CVC2: 
vaj väj vej häj näj  
19 adv_CVCV: 
lara bire lare bite lere lete mete mita mire mite bate  
20 adv_VCCV: 
enti enta inti ente  
21 adv_(C)CVC+igt: 
giligt gudigt sidigt skunigt fugigt rigigt bliligt gitigt guligt siligt ginkigt göligt köligt bluligt gutigt blöligt grödigt 
suligt sinkigt gritigt gigigt blötigt sötigt finigt sigigt gögigt rinigt funigt fönigt 
22 verb_infinitive: 
kåra kera sara kira gora sera sira gura gyra sora kyra söra fära fera gara gära kara gera gåra  
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23 ie: 
ått utt ott  
24 verb_infinitive2: 
tåtta hössa tylla kutta häppa syppa tössa gåssa lessa krumma tussa krilla tässa hotta punna håmma låmma himma 
kritta tåmma tänna hölla lölla hymma prålla tölla hella hötta tymma kålla kämma lella happa killa 
25 verb_pres_CV+r: 
gar sör fer fir ker kir sar gor fur gur gyr sor kyr fär gär  
26 verb_pres: 
tynner gäpper gattar killer kippar gettar kåpper håsser siller gittar lässer tucker kuller tåssar kitter pranner kotter 
tisser lällar häppar kimmar gimmer kåmmer tällar håpper tellar lollar kröppar hatter håttar tåller tillar 
27 verb_supinum: 
kånnat killat krissat tuttat töttat tämmat hässat konnat töckat kullat köllat hymmat tommat krinnat tissat prillat 
hållat präppat hånnat kråttat lännat gassat kryllat tussat tällat pånnat linnat prittat honnat täppat pröppat tinnat 
28 verb_supinum_CV+tt: 
kett krett skrett pett prett  
29 verb_auxiliary: 
sor sar fur  
30 verb_auxiliary2: 
hode hude håde  
31 verb_auxiliary3: 
sla sna skå sku slu snu snå stu slo  
32 verb_is: 
ör or ar ir  
33 verb_was: 
vur vor  
34 verb_imperative: 
hamm  tunn  hänn  himm  tott  länn  kryll  limm  tamm  tåmm  pimm  tänn  höll  timm  kumm  löll  hymm  pråll  
prämm  köpp  töll  hött  kåll  happ  lött  låpp  tell  hipp  pritt  hull  tapp  söck  hack  gitt  kruss  gyll  kått 
35 pron_CV: 
ne bu vu  
36 pron_CVC: 
hag mag jam jig dim mam sag hog hin jim jog jin don san mog hom jom sog sim mon  
37 pron_utr: 
engi enga ingi enge  
38 pron_utr2: 
vån mån  
39 pron_neutr: 
såt måt fåt  
40 prep_V: 
y ä e ö  
41 prep_CV: 
pu po  
42 prep_VC 
um åm ot am  
43 prep_CVC: 
möm mön mym myn mäg meg mög myg mäm mem  
44 det_utr: 
bäm bän bem böm däm dän döm bym bim dön dim dym  
45 det_neutr: 
dyt bät dät döt  
46 interj_CV: 
vo da bä bå jä na jå do sä vå  
47 conj_CVC: 
nen mel nel  
48 conjV+ch: 
ech uch öch ych ich äch  
49 art_utr:  
äm im ym yn  
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Appendix C: Nonsense phrases of Svensiska 1 
 
Part b – object GIRL:  (translations in italics) 
 
1. Däm vär bå..peg jim ått ne tullade pu sönut − däm föda bummen  
Den här då...såg jag att du tittade på förut, den lilla nallen / 
This one then...I saw that you looked at before, the little teddybear 
 
2. Däm vor vär skun?  
Den var väl söt? / It was cute, wasn’t it? 
 
3. Däm vor vär skun? 
Den var väl söt? / It was cute, wasn’t it? 
 
4. Do, däm vor vär blin? 
Ja, den var väl fin? / Yes, it was nice, wasn’t it? 
 
5. Enta kera pu don, hörrune 
Inte äta på dom, hörrudu / Not to eat them, ..you 
 
6. San slo enta kera pu bummen da jacket 
Man ska inte äta på nallen så mycket / 
You are not supposed to eat the teddybear that much 
 
7. Jä, san slo enta kera pu bummen da jacket, jä, jä 
Nä, man ska inte äta på nallen så mycket, nä, nä / 
No, you are not supposed to eat the teddybear that much, no, no 
 
8. Döt or na enga vån mel föl bumme mog san slo kera 
Det är ju inge sån där seg nalle som man ska äta / 
It’s not one of those tough teddybears that you are supposed to eat 
 
9. Jä, döt or na äm blin bumme, äm fön ech gön ech föt ech fid bumme 
Nä, det är ju en fin nalle, en röd och blå och gul och grön nalle / 
No, it’s a nice teddybear, a read and blue and yellow and green teddybear 
 
10. Däm mel slo ne licka da fudsamt, tocker jim 
Den där ska du pussa så våldsamt, tycker jag / 
You are so violent when you kiss that one, I think 
 
11. Ne licka bummen 
Du pussa nallen / You kiss the teddybear 
 
12. Slo ne licka bummen? 
Ska du pussa nallen? / Will you kiss the teddybear? 
 
13. Do, däm vor pyllekejig 
Ja, den var jättemysig / Yes, it was super cosy 
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14. Däm vor kejig, bummen tyllade ne 
Den var mysig, nallen gillade du / It was cosy, you liked the teddybear  
 
15. do, bummen tyllar ne 
Ja, nallen gillar du / Yes, you like the teddybear 
 
 
Part c – object BOY:   
 
1. Do, slo vu tulla pu bire balar bå? 
Ja, ska vi titta på lite bilar då? / Shall we look at some cars now? 
 
2. Slo vu tulla pu äm föden, skun, gön bal? 
Ska vi titta på en liten, söt, blå bil? / Shall we look at a little, cute, blue car? 
 
3. Tåckar balen ech gor pu jin 
Kommer bilen och kör på dig / The car comes and is going to crash into you  
 
4. Fur ne pett däm blina balen? 
Har du sett den fina bilen? / Have yo seen the nice car? 
 
5. Fur ne pett däm blina balen? 
Har du sett den fina bilen? / Have you seen the nice car? 
 
6. Fur ne pett däm blina, göna balen? 
Har du sett den fina, blåa bilen? / Have you seen the nice, blue car? 
 
7. Do, do fur ne döt? 
Ja, ja har du det? / Yes, yes have you done that? 
 
8. Ne tullar na enta vär pu balen sog maging 
Du tittar ju inte ens på bilen din luring / You are not even looking at the car, you sly dog 
 
9. Ne tullar na enta vär bu balen 
Du tittar ju inte ens på bilen / You are not even looking at the car 
 
10. Do, äm föden gön bal 
Ja, en liten blå bil / Yes, a little blue car 
 
11. Äm föden gön bal 
En liten blå bil / A little blue car 
 
12. Do, jim sar kira bå? 
Ja, jag få höra då? / Yes, let me hear now? 
 
13. Ah, gön bal, vor döt döt? 
Åh, blå bil, var det det? / Ah, blue car, was it it? 
14. Vor döt döt, döt kuttade? 
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Var det det, det betydde? / Was it it, it meant? 
 
15. Vor döt äm gön bal döt kuttade? mmhyy 
Var det en blå bil det betydde? mmhyy / Was it a blue car it meant? mmhyy 
 
16. Föt bal, per ot mog äm memmadbal, sä? 
Gul bil, ser ut som en monsterbil, va? / Yellow car, looks like a monster car, doesn’t it? 
 
 
Part d −−−− QUESTIONS on object GIRL:   
 
1. Tullade ne pu bummen?  
Tittade du på nallen? / Did you look at the teddybear? 
 
2. Or döt bummen ne kerer pu?  
Är det nallen du äter på? / Is it the teddybear you are eating? 
 
3. Slo san kera pu bummen?  
Ska man äta på nallen? / Are you supposed to eat the teddybear? 
 
4. Or döt äm blin bumme?  
Är det en fin nalle? / Is it a nice teddybear? 
 
5. Tyllar ne bummen?  
Gillar du nallen? / Do you like the teddybear? 
 
6. Or bummen skun?  
Är nallen söt? / Is the teddybear cute? 
 
7. Or bummen blin?  
Är nallen fin? / Is the teddybear nice? 
 
8. Slo ne licka bummen?  
Ska du pussa nallen? / Are you going to kiss the teddybear? 
 
9. Vor bummen kejig?  
Var nallen mysig? / Was the teddybear cosy? 
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Appendix D: Nonsense phrases of Svensiska 2 and 3 
 
Part b – Svensiska 2 object GIRL, Svensiska 3 object BOY:  
 
1. Fur bu skrett böm blina kullan? 
Har du sett den fina nallen? / Have you seen the nice teddybear? 
 
2. Fur bu skrett kullan ? 
Har du sett nallen? / Have you seen the teddybear? 
 
3. Fur bu skrett böm , kullan ? 
Har du sett den, nallen? / Have you seen it, the teddybear? 
 
4. Gar bu enti hössa möm såt väd bä ? pu kullan 
Törs du inte känna med nåt mer va? − på nallen / Don’t you dare to touch any more, ha?− 
the teddybear  
 
5. Gar bu enti hössa såt väd pu kullan? 
Törs du inte känna nåt mer på nallen? / Don’t you dare to touch the teddybear any more? 
 
6. Tyll y kullan! 
Håll i nallen! / Hold the teddybear! 
 
7. Tyll y kullan! 
Håll i nallen! / Hold the teddybear! 
 
8. Vo, kulla 
Ja, nalle / Yes, teddybear 
 
9. Vo, vur döt kulla ? 
Ja, var det nalle? / Yes, was it teddybear? 
 
10. Ör döt kullan ? 
Är det nallen? / Is it the teddybear? 
 
11. Böm vär bå .. skreg hag ått bu kuttade pu gigut − böm föda kullan 
Den här då, såg jag att du tittade på förut, den lilla nallen / 
This one then, I saw that you looked at before, the little teddybear 
 
12. Dim slu enti kåra pu kullan  
Man ska inte äta på nallen / You are not supposed to eat the teddybear  
 
13. Jä, dim slu enti kåra pu kullan  
Nä, man ska inte äta på nallen / No, you are not supposed to eat the teddybear 
 
14. Döt ör na engi vån mel föl kulla  
Det är ju inge sån där seg nalle / It is not one of those tough teddybears  
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15. Jä, döt ör na äm blin kulla 
Nä, det är ju en fin nalle / No, it is a nice teddybear 
 
16. Äm fön ech blul ech föt ech blun kulla 
En röd och blå och gul och grön nalle / A read and blue and yellow and green teddybear 
 
17. Bu syppa kullan 
Du pussa nallen / You kiss the teddybear 
 
 
Part c – Svensiska 2 object BOY, Svensiska 3 object GIRL:  
 
1. Vo, äm föden kak 
Ja, en liten bil / Yes, a little car 
 
2. Ör döt äm föden kak? 
Är det en liten bil? / Is it a little car? 
 
3. Föden kak  
Liten bil / A little car 
 
4. Hörrubu , böm vur engi röjig kak 
Hörrudu, den var inge skojig bil / You.., it was not a funny car 
 
5. Gila kakar 
Massa bilar / Lots of cars 
 
6. Skrer bu kakarna? 
Ser du bilarna? / Do you see the cars? 
 
7. Skrer bu kakarna? 
Ser du bilarna? / Do you see the cars? 
 
8. Vo, mel vur böm , föta ech föna , blina kakar 
Ja, där var den, gula och röda, fina bilar / Yes, there it was, yellow and red, nice cars 
 
9. Vo, bä blina kakar 
Ja, va fina bilar / Yes, nice cars (aren’t they)  
 
10. Vo, slu ne kutta pu lara kakar? 
Ja, ska vi titta på lite bilar? / Yes, shall we look at some cars? 
 
11. Slu ne kutta pu äm föden, blil, blul kak? 
Ska vi titta på en liten, söt, blå bil? / Shall we look at a little, cute, blue car? 
 
12. Fur bu skrett böm blina kaken? 
Har du sett den fina bilen? / Have you seen the nice car? 
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13. Fur bu skrett böm blina kaken? 
Har du sett den fina bilen? / Have you seen the nice car? 
 
14. Fur bu skrett böm blina blula kaken? 
Har du sett den fina blåa bilen? / Have you seen the nice blue car? 
 
15. Bu kuttar na enti vär pu kaken  
Du tittar ju inte ens på bilen / You are not even looking at the car 
 
16. Bu kuttar na enti vär pu kaken 
Du tittar ju inte ens på bilen / You are not even looking at the car 
 
17 Vo, mel vur böm, föta ech föna, blina kakar 
Ja, där var den, gula och röda, fina bilar / Yes, there it was, yellow and red, nice cars 
 
 
Part d, QUESTIONS on object GIRL (Svensiska 2), object BOY (Svensiska 3): 
 
1. Gar bu hössa pu kullan?  
Törs du känna på nallen? / Do you dare to touch the teddybear? 
 
2. Slu bu tylla y kullan?  
Kan du hålla i nallen? / Can you hold the teddybear? 
 
3. Tynner döt kulla?  
Heter det nalle? / Is it’s name teddybear? 
 
4. Skrer bu kullan?  
Ser du nallen? / Can you see the teddybear? 
 
5. Kuttade bu pu kullan?  
Tittade du på nallen? / Did you look at the teddybear? 
 
6. Slu dim kåra pu kullan?  
Ska man äta på nallen? / Are you supposed to eat the teddybear? 
 
7. Ör döt äm blin kulla?  
Är det en fin nalle? / Is is a nice teddybear? 
 
8. Tössar bu kullan?  
Gillar du nallen? / Do you like the teddybear? 
 
9. Slu bu syppa kullan?  
Ska du pussa nallen? / Are you going to kiss the teddybear? 
 
10. Ör döt äm skänstig kulla?  
Är det en mysig nalle? / Is it a cosy teddybear? 
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